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ABSTRACT 
Approximately 600,000 patients are diagnosed with head and neck cancer (HNC) 

worldwide with a 40-50% mortality rate each year. Malfunctioning salivary glands and 

consequential xerostomia is a common and chronic complication for patients treated with 

radiotherapy for HNC. While significant improvements have been achieved in the 

prevention and treatment of radiation-induced hyposalivation, many patients still suffer 

from xerostomia and other oral complications. This implies that the above-described 

strategies are not sufficient in restoring salivary function and secretion. Though there are 

efforts directed toward gene therapy, artificial salivary glands, and stem cell 

transplantation, these techniques are not fully standardized, nor clinically applicable yet. 

Considerable research efforts have focused on the role of radiation damage on the 

stem/progenitor cells (SPCs). Just as important, restoration of the salivary glands requires 

an understanding of the spatial and temporal interactions of its environment since it 

provides paracrine and mechanical signals to maintain the SPCs. Polarity, the intrinsic 

asymmetry of cellular components, plays a role in the reestablishment of the 

epithelization process that is necessary for directional salivary secretion. While polarity 

has been shown to be important in salivary development, homeostasis, and maintenance, 

the effects of radiation on polarity in the total parotid tissue remain largely unknown. The 

question of what polarity regulators are damaged, how they are damaged, and if they 

respond during tissue regeneration is still elusive.  

The second chapter of this study describes how radiation treatment damages 

lateral junctional complexes and the actin cytoskeleton. Irradiated mice displayed 

disruption of the E-cadherin/β-catenin complex, elevated ROCK signaling, and disruption 
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of the actin cytoskeleton. However, mice that received post-therapeutic injections of 

insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) restored ROCK signaling and junctional complexes to 

untreated levels. Interestingly, inhibition of ROCK signaling prevented E-cadherin/β-

catenin dissociation following radiation treatment. This study illustrates the importance 

of restoring junctional contacts following radiation damage since they are necessary in 

maintaining cellular polarity, structural integrity, and orientation cues for salivary 

secretion.  

In the next chapter, we demonstrate radiation damage decreases the active form of 

an apical polarity regulator, protein kinase C zeta (PKCζ), which correlates with 

increased JNK activity, increased proliferation and decreased salivary function. Salivary 

glands from PKCζ null mice showed increased basal proliferation which radiation 

treatment did not further potentiate. Importantly, modulating PKCζ facilitated activation 

of JNK signaling and downstream effectors, even in the absence of radiation. Since it was 

previously demonstrated that PKCζ is essential for tissue regeneration, the development 

of therapeutics to increase PKCζ or decrease JNK signaling serves as a promising 

approach to combat hyposalivation. 

  Finally, the last chapter describes a potential mechanism by which impaired 

salivary function could emanate from the salivary epithelium itself. Previous research has 

demonstrated that loss of salivary function is associated with a decrease in active PKCζ 

and an increase in nuclear Yap in a stem/progenitor cell population. However, the role of 

Yap localization and upstream signals in the total tissue is largely unknown. Here, we 

demonstrated that radiotherapy increase nuclear Yap localization and IGF1 restores 

phosphorylated Yap levels to untreated levels. Radiation-induced nuclear Yap 
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localization is mediated by ROCK activity since manipulation of ROCK with an 

inhibitor, Y-27632, resulted in decreased Yap-regulated transcription. 

In conclusion, the findings from this study provide new knowledge in regards to 

the regulation of total salivary tissue polarity during radiation damage and during IGF-1 

induced regeneration. These studies provide potential targets for the development of new 

therapeutics that ameliorate salivary gland dysfunction for patients who receive 

radiotherapy.  
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Head and Neck Cancer 

Epidemiology  

Head and neck cancers (HNCs) are a group of cancers that are anatomically 

located in the oral cavity, the nasal cavity, the oropharynx, the larynx, and the paranasal 

cavity. Approximately 90% of HNCs have squamous cell carcinoma histology and are 

considered head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCCs) [1–3]. 

HNC is considered the 6th most common cancer worldwide with a yearly 

incidence rate of 600,000 new cases and a 40-50% mortality rate [1,3,4]. Chemical 

(tobacco, alcohol) and human papillomavirus (HPV)-induced carcinogenesis are 

described as the two major etiological causes of HNCs. Epidemiological studies illustrate 

a decrease in laryngeal and oral cancers which is ascribed to the decrease in the 

exogenous use of tobacco [1]. However, there is a substantial increase in incidence rates 

of oropharyngeal cancers which is ascribed to the increasing incidence of HPV. Due to 

these different pathogenic signatures, this has created diverging clinical outcomes as 

listed in Table 1.1.  In particular, there is an increasing population of HPV positive 

(HPV+) patients that are being diagnosed at an earlier age and require treatment. 

Interestingly, HPV+ HNC is associated with improved clinical outcomes and better 

response to therapy than HPV negative (HPV-) HNC [5–7]. However, the biological 

basis for this improvement remains unclear. 
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Table 1.1: Characteristics between HPV+ and HPV- HNC 

 HPV Positive HPV Negative 

Clinical, epidemiological characteristics 

Incidence Increasing Decreasing 

Age Younger (early 50s) Older (60s to 70s) 

Socioeconomic 

status 

Higher Lower 

Risk factors Sexual behavior, marijuana 

exposure 

Tobacco, Alcohol 

Location of tumor Oropharynx (tonsils, base of 

tongue) 

All head and neck sites 

Prognosis Good Poor 

Biological and histopathology characteristics 

TP53 pathway E6 mediated degradation TP53 mutations 

RB pathway E7 mediated degradation Inactivation mutation or 

alterations in pathway 

P16INK4a 

expression 

Commonly overexpressed Commonly decreased 

expression (inactivating 

mutation/hypermethylation) 

Histology Poorly differentiated or 

basaloid SCC 

Modestly to well differentiated, 

keratinized SCC 

Time to 

Recurrence [8] 

21.8 months 13.8 months 

 

Genetic Molecular Progression of HNC 

 Carcinogenesis is described as a continuum of events (initiation, promotion, 

progression, and metastasis) that leads to the development of an invasive carcinoma. The 

specific sequence of genetic events has not been fully defined, but numerous molecular 

and genetic alterations have been found in both carcinomas and premalignant HNC.  

 The general molecular progression of HNCs is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

Cytogenetic analysis and detailed loss of heterozygosity (LOH) studies using 

microsatellite analysis have demonstrated several chromosomal abnormalities during this 

progression. In approximately 70% of all HNC, the genetic loss of chromosomal 9p21 

occurs early in the tumor formation [9,10]. The loss of 9p21 results in inactivation of p16, 
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an inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) that is important in preventing cell cycle 

progression. Next, approximately 50% of all HNC cases display mutations at 17p13, the 

site for p53. This mutation advances the tumor to a dysplasia state [11]. The transition 

from dysplasia to carcinoma in situ is frequently associated with loss on 11q13, 13q21, or 

14q32. LOH at these regions leads to amplification of the oncogene, cyclin D1, which 

activates cell cycle progression and proliferation [12,13]. Finally, the progression from 

carcinoma in situ to invasive squamous cell carcinoma is associated with loss at 6p, 4q27, 

and 10q23. Thus, genetic testing for these early alterations may identify patients who are 

at greater risk and treatments that are more targeted.  

 

Figure 1.1: Genetic Molecular Progression of HNC  
(Top) Physical tumor progression and manifestation. (Middle) Histological progression of HNC. 

(Bottom) Genetic inactivation, mutation, or amplification for HNC (Reference: [11]) 
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Treatments for HNCs 
The three main types of treatment for managing HNCs are surgery, radiotherapy, 

and chemotherapy. The optimal combination of these three treatments for a particular 

patient is dependent on the site of the cancer and the stage of the disease. 

In general, patients with early-stage (Stage I-II) are treated with one modality – 

either surgery or radiotherapy. Patients with more advanced tumors are often treated with 

chemotherapy and radiotherapy in combination. Generally, if surgical removal of the 

primary tumor is necessary, radiation is often given afterward to prevent a recurrence. 

However, if the cancer is too advanced and it is not feasible to completely resect, 

radiotherapy is given to shrink the tumor first. Additionally, with the release of Keynote 

Oncology Clinical Trials, KEYNOTE-048, the use of pembrolizumab, an anti-PD-1 

monoclonal immunotherapy, is highly recommended for metastatic or recurrent HNCs 

[14,15]. Below are more detailed descriptions of each treatment option and advances in 

each category.  

Surgical Options and Innovations 

Neck dissections for HNCs were first described in 1906 by Dr. George Crile from 

the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio. The procedure resulted in the removal of all lymphatic 

structures from the mandible and clavicle. Since then, technological advances have 

improved the tumor resection process and overall, improved patients’ outcomes. By the 

late 20th century, minimally invasive surgeries were developed to remove tumors via an 

oral route that is performed with conventional instruments or by laser resection. The three 

most current techniques for surgical removal of HNCs are described below.   

Trans-oral laser microsurgery (TLM) 
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TLM was first proposed in 1972 and is now widely used for throat and larynx 

cancers. The surgery is performed directly in the mouth and does not leave a visible scar. 

In this process, the surgeon inserts a thin endoscope through the mouth and cuts the 

tumor with a specialized carbon dioxide (CO2) laser beam instead of a scalpel [16]. 

Unlike other types of lasers, the CO2 laser generates minimal heat and limits damage to 

normal tissues such as muscles, nerves, and blood vessels, which are important for speech 

and swallowing [16]. Depending on the stage of the HNCs, different CO2 lasers might be 

employed. If there is a high risk for bleeding, surgeons may opt to use a thulium laser 

which improves coagulation.  

Trans-oral robotic surgery (TORS) 

Surgeons performing TORS use the robotic arms of the machine from a 

computerized console after inserting the arms into the patient’s body via the cannulas. 

TORS allow for a clearer and wider view of surgical fields and better visualization of the 

3-dimensional (3D) environment in comparison to TLM. Another advantage of TORS is 

the use of miniature tools that mimic standard surgical instruments while limiting tremors 

that might cause surgical complications. In several clinical studies, TORS procedures 

have safely removed or limited tumor advancement with good functional outcomes [17].  

Advanced reconstructive surgeries  

If major tissue removal is required, reconstructive procedures can be performed in 

conjunction with tumor removal to spare patients from undergoing another surgery. 

Plastic surgeons can remove a piece of the patient’s tissue, along with the blood vessels, 

and surgically transplant the tissue to the area where the tumor was removed. Tiny 
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sutures are used to connect the blood vessels, providing nutrients to the transplanted 

tissue and thus allowing it to heal properly [18]. If the jawbone is removed, 3D printing 

and advanced software programs can be used to reconstruct a new jaw. These are just a 

few examples of potential reconstructive applications that surgeons can perform in order 

to restore and maintain some function. 

Radiotherapy Options and Innovations 

Ionizing radiation (IR) is an important and potentially curative treatment for many 

HNC patients. For localized diseases, IR yields better functional outcomes than surgery 

and is often the preferred method. For locoregionally advanced tumors, IR is often used 

in combination with chemotherapy to preserve organ function, or after surgery as an 

adjuvant.  

The IR dose is measured in Gray (Gy) which is defined as one joule of energy per 

kilogram of matter. As the radiation passes through the tissue, the energy is absorbed; the 

higher the energy of the beam, the deeper it penetrates. The depth of the tumor in most 

HNCs is relatively shallow in comparison to other organs; thus, patients treated for HNCs 

are usually dosed at <2Gy/day to a total of 70Gy [4,19]. The choice of technique depends 

upon the site of the tumor and the goal of the therapy. Below are a few of the most 

commonly used techniques.  

Intensity-modulated IR (IMRT) 

IMRT uses non-uniform radiation intensities to maximize the delivery of IR to the 

target while minimizing IR to normal tissue outside the target margins [20]. The 

advanced software allows for precise delivery of radiation doses that matches the 3D 
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shape of the tumor including irregular concave and convex shapes [21]. Because of its 

greater degree of accuracy, IMRT represents a best practice in the United States despite 

concerns about dose non-homogeneity, additional time required for computational 

planning, and quality verifications [20,21].  

The benefits of IMRT in preventing radiation-induced side-effects, particularly, 

xerostomia was demonstrated in the PARSPORT and other trials. In the PARSPORT 

trial, 94 patients with pharyngeal cancer were randomly assigned to IMRT or 

conventional RT with a total dose of 60-65Gy. Grade 2 or worse xerostomia was 

significantly less common with IMRT at both 12 and 24 months (38% vs. 74% and 29% 

vs. 83%, respectively) [22]. There were no significant differences in other toxicities or in 

tumor control. In another prospective randomized trial, there were significant 

improvements in observer-related xerostomia (39% vs. 82%), stimulated parotid salivary 

flow rate, and stimulated whole saliva flow rate amongst patients with nasopharyngeal 

cancer who were treated with IMRT rather than 2D-RT [23].  

Image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) 

IGRT is a technique that complements IMRT in that advanced pretreatment 

imaging allows for a reduction in radiation margins to ensure that the target is properly 

treated despite daily tumor motion and setup errors. Daily patient positioning errors can 

range from 3-10mm during therapy [24,25] and to compensate for these errors, a safety 

margin of 2-5mm of normal tissue is often included to prevent tumor under-dosage. 

However, this increased target volume exposes the normal tissue to a high-dose of 

radiation which significantly increases toxicity and radiation-induced side effects.  
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Recently, image-guided adaptive therapy (IGART), a refinement of IGRT, allows 

for adjustments of the radiation treatment plan according to tumor size change or normal 

organ shift during the course of the treatment [26]. For example, the salivary glands often 

shift medially during the course of treatment and using IGART could potentially improve 

salivary function [27]. Further refinement of IGART may improve the delivery of IR to 

the tumor while sparing normal tissues and thus minimizing toxicities.  

Chemotherapies and Immunotherapies 

Patients with locally advanced diseases in stage III or stage IV often require 

multi-modality treatments. Some well-known strategies include using epidermal growth 

factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitors, immunological inhibitors, or combination therapies.  

Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitors 

EGFR overexpression occurs in over 90% of squamous cell carcinomas and is 

associated with increased tumor sizes, reduced radiosensitivity, increased risks of 

recurrence, and overall, worst survival outcomes [28–30]. Cetuximab, a chimeric human 

immunoglobulin G1 antibody, binds to the extracellular region of EGFR and prevents 

cell growth and metastatic spread. In 2006, the Agency of Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) approved the use of cetuximab in combination with IR for the treatment of locally 

advanced HNCs based on data obtained from a phase III clinical trial [31]. There was a 

significant improvement in median overall survival in cases using IR+cetuximab in 

comparison to IR alone (49 and 29 months, respectively) in untreated patients with stage 

III/IV without metastases [32]. In this trial, there was an increase in median progression-

free survival from 3.3 to 5.6 months in comparison to the chemotherapy-only group. 

Following this trial, in an effort to reduce neuropathy, nephropathy, and ototoxicity, a 
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De-Escalation strategy was carried out in a phase III randomized trial that compared 

severe acute and late toxicity caused by certuximab+IR to cisplatin+IR in patients with 

low-risk HPV HNC [33]. In this trial, compared to the cisplatin regimen, cetuximab 

showed no benefit in terms of reduced toxicity but instead showed better tumor control. 

However, it’s worth mentioning that the De-Escalate HPV trail used daily fractionation 

while other trials selected to use once daily fractionation, twice daily fractionation, or 

concomitant boost IR. Overall, from these trials, patients with EGFR overexpression may 

benefit from the use of cetuximab. 

Immunological inhibitors 

Evading the immune system is critical for cancer cells to propagate locally and 

metastasize to distant sites. Thus, cancer cells have developed mechanisms that allow 

them to evade elimination by not presenting cancer-specific antigens or overexpressing 

“self, don’t eat me” (e.g. CD-47, PD-1) antibodies. In 2016, the FDA approved the use of 

programmed death-1 (PD-1) monoclonal antibody, pembrolizumab and nivolumab for the 

treatment of HNC. The upregulation of PD-1 is often found in tumor cells in order to 

decrease cytokine production and induction of T lymphocyte anergy and apoptosis. 

KEYNOTE-012 was a phase Ib study of 132 HNSCC patients that reported a response 

rate of 18% at 9 months (including 4 CR and 20 PR) with a median overall survival of 8 

months [34]. This was followed up by KEYNOTE-040, a phase III trial comparing 

pembrolizumab with standard therapies in platinum-resistant relapsed or metastatic 

HNSCC patients. This demonstrated a median overall survival of 8.4 months with 

pembrolizumab compared to 7.1 months in the control arm [35]. Lastly, there is 

KEYNOTE-048, a phase III trial comparing the standard of care, the use of 
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pembrolizumab, EXTREME (cetuximab + 6 cycles of chemo), or 

pembrolizumab+cisplatin (PC) in patients with locally incurable relapsed/metastatic 

HNSCC [36]. It was demonstrated that compared to EXTREME, PC had superior overall 

survival in patients with PD-L1 status, noninferior overall status in the total population, 

and favorable safety. Overall, these results support the use of pembrolizumab and thus, 

the new standard of care of locally/metastatic HNSCC is the use of 

pembrolizumab+platinum+5-FU.  

Side Effects of Radiotherapy and Current Palliative Cares 

Radiation-induced toxicities 

Radiotherapy causes acute and late toxicities that affect various organs and 

functions. During radiation treatment, the dose-limiting factor is the sensitivity of normal 

tissues lying in the radiation field. These often include the salivary gland, skin, bone, 

spinal cord, and oral cavity. To maximally spare the normal tissue, radiotherapy is 

conventionally given in daily fractions of 1.8-2.0 Gy and up to a total dose of 66-70Gy 

[37]. Despite attempts to limit radiation toxicities, acute and late side-effects affect nearly 

90% of patients [38]. One of the most common acute toxicities that occurs due to 

radiation treatment is mucositis [39]. In terms of late toxicity, the most common 

symptom is xerostomia, a condition of persistent dry mouth [39,40]. In addition to 

xerostomia, the patients may experience physical loss of saliva production or salivary 

hypofunction. The latter could occur as a progressive loss of salivary flow and alteration 

in saliva composition from a thin neutral pH to a thick acidic secretion [41]. Xerostomia 

and salivary hypofunction can cause oral discomfort, sore throat, dental caries, hampered 

speech, reduced taste and smell, and problems with food mastication which can lead to 
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nutritional depletion and weight loss [38–42]. In 68% of all cases, these symptoms persist 

for > 2 years following treatment [38]. Thus, xerostomia is considered one of the most 

serious radiation-induced side effects and severely reduces the quality of life for patients. 

Therefore, both treatment and prevention of radiation-induced xerostomia and salivary 

hypofunction are of major importance.   

Palliative Care Options for Prevention of Xerostomia 

Current palliative care treatments for xerostomia include the usage of oral hygiene 

products with fluoride agents and antimicrobials to prevent dental caries and infections, 

saliva substitutes to alleviate dry mouth, and sialagogues to stimulate salivary flow. 

While saliva substitutes can relieve some of the radiation-induced symptoms to a variable 

extent, it does not duplicate all the properties found in saliva [43,44]. In fact, saliva 

substitutes require frequent application and the use of antimicrobial mouthwashes. Thus, 

saliva substitutes are not considered a permanent solution to restore salivary function  

Clinicians may prescribe post-radiation administration of pilocarpine, a 

sialagogue that may reduce the effects of radiation-induced hyposalivation in some 

patients. Pilocarpine stimulates salivary secretion by acting on the muscarinic receptor 

through parasympathetic stimulation. However, this assumes that some residual salivary 

glands have functioning receptors in order to work optimally. In fact, in a Cochrane 

Review, the authors found that only 42-51% of patients responded to pilocarpine 

treatment and some patients don’t receive relief until week 12 after treatment [45]. 

Although pilocarpine may produce some improvements, it is not adequate enough since it 

can cause additional side effects such as excessive sweating, urinary frequency problems, 
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lacrimation, and rhinitis [45]. While these side effects may seem mild, 6-15% of patients 

stop taking pilocarpine due to the side-effects [45].  

Since clinical management of xerostomia is rarely effective, several prevention 

methods have been developed to reduce this symptom. This includes techniques such as 

IMRT, the use of free radical scavenger agents, and surgical salivary gland transfer. As 

mentioned earlier, IMRT delivers a higher conformal dose to the tumor with minimal 

exposure to the normal tissue. However, IMRT is not applicable to all patients. For 

example, patients with neck lymph node metastasis would not benefit from this treatment 

since adequate coverage of the locoregional nodes usually increases toxicities such as 

gastrointestinal and hence not recommended [46]. Thus, additional strategies are needed 

for patients who cannot undergo IMRT.   

Another preventative strategy is the use of amifostine (WR-2721, Ethyol), an 

agent that protects normal tissues from radiation-induced damage [47]. Specifically, 

amifostine is a radioprotector that rapidly enters the bloodstream and when converted to 

its active form acts as a potent free radical scavenger [48]. Thus, it reduces radiation-

induced DNA damage. Amifostine is considered to be selective for tumor cells since the 

tumor endothelium typically lacks expression of the alkaline phosphatase, an enzyme 

needed to convert amifostine to its active form. Studies have shown some beneficial 

effects of amifostine with reduction in acute xerostomia with response rate at 70% (95% 

CI: 0.52-0.96, p=0.02) and late xerostomia with a response rate at 60% (95% CI: 0.49-

0.74, p<0.00001) [49]. However, administration of amifostine is also associated with 

serious adverse effects, common side effects such as hypertension, nausea, vomiting, and 

high costs and intensive labors that sometimes delay the radiation treatment itself [47]. 
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To reduce some of these systemic effects, direct administration of amifostine or its 

activated form to the submandibular gland via retroductal injections were performed in 

mice 30 minutes prior to 15Gy radiation treatment [50]. Mice that received the 

retroductal injections had significantly higher levels of stimulated salivary secretion at 12 

weeks following radiation treatment in comparison to irradiated-only or systemically 

treated groups [50]. Future development of methods that allow for localized targeting will 

alleviate the systemic side-effects observed with amifostine.  

Submandibular salivary gland transfer procedures have been reported to help 

alleviate some radiation-induced toxicities. In this procedure, the submandibular gland 

contralateral to the disease is relocated outside of the radiation field. This procedure is 

only practical for patients who receive post-surgical radiotherapy, as the transfer is 

performed as part of the surgical intervention. While 81% of patients that received the 

transfer had no or minimal xerostomia, 19% did develop moderate to severe xerostomia 

[51]. It is still not completely clear why certain groups benefit from this process while 

others do not. Additionally, this procedure is not performed with the parotid glands which 

are the largest and most radiosensitive of the three major salivary glands.  

To date, the described palliative treatment options are insufficient and not 

applicable to all patients. Thus, there is a great need to develop new strategies that would 

counteract the radiation-induced side-effects. However, in order to optimally create these 

therapeutics, biological insights into the salivary glands are needed.  
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The Anatomy and Key Function of the Salivary glands 

Microscopic Structure and Function of the Salivary Glands 

The salivary glands in mammals are exocrine glands comprised of three pairs of 

major glands – the parotid gland (PAR), the submandibular gland (SMG), and the 

sublingual gland (SLG) as diagramed in Figure1.2A. It is the main soft tissue structure in 

the maxillofacial area and its main function is to secrete saliva. In humans, approximately 

0.5-1.5 liters of saliva are produced every day, coating the teeth and mucosa to maintain a 

healthy oral environment [52].  

Microscopically, the salivary gland can be broken down to the individual 

secretory units which are composed of the acinus, myoepithelial cells, intercalated ducts, 

striated ducts, and excretory ducts Figure1.2B. The acini are rounded structures formed 

by pyramidal-shaped cuboidal epithelial cells. The acini contain secretory granules and 

are primarily responsible for the production of saliva and protein components [52,53]. 

The myoepithelial cells are star-shaped cells lying between the basal lamina and the 

acinar and ductal cells [52,53]. Functionally, the myoepithelial cells facilitate contractile 

force to physically squeeze the saliva out of the acini [52,53]. The ductal cells are 

columnar cells that modify the saliva composition and provide passage for the saliva to 

flow from the acini to the mouth [52,53].  

The major functions of saliva include lubrication of the oral cavity to allow 

speaking and eating, maintenance of mucosal integrity, digestion of food, antimicrobial 

maintenance, and overall, oral homeostasis. Salivary secretion can be stimulated by three 

main types of triggers: 1) mechanical (the act of chewing), 2) gustatory (acidic foods 

being the most stimulating trigger), and 3) olfactory (actually a poor stimulus) [54]. Other 
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factors that affect secretion include psychic factors such as pain, diabetes, and certain 

types of medications [54,55]. Since the salivary glands are innervated by both the 

sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves, various neurotransmitters and hormones can 

stimulate salivary secretion. When sympathetic innervations dominate, the secretions 

contain more proteins, whereas dominating parasympathetic stimulation produces a more 

watery secretion. Through this process, the major salivary glands in healthy adults 

produce over 90% of saliva while the other 10% is produced by minor glands distributed 

throughout the oral mucosa [54,55].  

 

Figure 1.2: Salivary Gland Localization and Microscopic Structures 
(A) Localization of the three major salivary glands (parotid, submandibular, sublingual) 

in the head and neck region (Reference: https://tinyurl.com/y46b6epn) (B) Microscopic 

structures of the salivary glands. The acinar cells produce the saliva and enzymes needed 

to break down food. The ductal cells modify the saliva, while the myoepithelial cells 

facilitate contractile force to squeeze the saliva out of the acini (Reference: [43]) 

 

Composition of Saliva  

Saliva is comprised of a variety of electrolytes including potassium, sodium, 

magnesium, calcium, bicarbonates, and phosphates [56]. Additionally, proteins, enzymes, 

immunoglobulins, mucins, urea, and ammonia are also a part of the saliva composition 
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[54,56]. These compounds are essential in regulating specific functional roles. For 

example, phosphates, bicarbonates, and urea work together to modulate the pH of saliva 

[54,56]. Macromolecules such as proteins, enzymes, and mucins act to aggregate and 

clean out oral microbes to prevent dental plaques [54,56,57]. Calcium, proteins, and 

phosphates regulate the demineralization and remineralization of teeth  [54,56,57]. Lower 

levels of glucose, bicarbonates, and urea in unstimulated saliva create a hypotonic 

environment that helps regulate the perception of taste  [54,56,57].   

The major salivary glands contribute most of the secretion volume and protein 

content of saliva, whereas minor salivary glands contribute little secretion volume. In 

unstimulated secretions, the submandibular contributes ~65% of total volume, the parotid 

contributes ~20%, and the other 15% comes from the sublingual and minor salivary 

glands [54,57]. Upon stimulation, the percentage of contribution from each gland shifts 

dramatically where the parotid contributes more than 50% of the total volume [54,56,57].  

Potential Mechanisms of Radiation-Induced Salivary Gland Dysfunction 

DNA damage and acinar cell death 

Radiation can directly or indirectly damage cells. Via the direct method, radiation 

causes thymine-thymine dimers and DNA double-stranded breaks. Via the indirect 

method, radiation generates reactive oxygen species (ROS) intermediates by interacting 

with water found in the body through a process called radiolysis. Radiolysis causes water 

to be sequentially converted to hydroxyl radical, hydrogen peroxide, superoxide radical, 

and ultimately oxygen. In attempts to reach a higher energy state, the reactive ROS 

intermediates will scavenge an electron from other molecules creating a positive 

feedback loop [58].  
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In response to DNA damage, cells will activate multiple pathways in an attempt to 

repair the damage [59]. Extensive DNA and/or oxidative stress typically converge on the 

activation of p53, a master regulator that preserves genomic integrity by inducing cell 

cycle arrest, senescence, and apoptosis. In rodent models, radiation doses ranging from 

2.5-10.0 Gy induces extensive DNA damage, initiates apoptosis, and upregulates p53-

dependent genes [60–62]. These responses are also observed in miniature pigs [63] and 

rhesus monkeys [64]. However, modulation of the apoptotic pathway through the 

expression of a constitutively active anti-apoptotic kinase AKT/PKB (myr-AKT) or loss 

of p53 expression leads to the preservation of salivary gland function [60,65]. This effect 

involves the regulation of p21, a cyclin-dependent kinase. Mice treated with a cyclin-

dependent inhibitor, Roscovitine, prior to radiation treatment displayed arrested cell-

cycle progression and preserved salivary function [66,67]. These studies illustrate that the 

acute response to radiation-induced DNA damage is mediated through activation of p53-

mediated apoptosis and cell cycle arrest pathways. Accumulation of unresolved damage 

could potentiate chronic problems including hyposalivation and fibrosis [65,68,69]. 

Damage to secretory pathways 

While radiotherapy can damage the DNA, it can also damage the plasma 

membrane, membrane receptors, and ion channels, which mediate salivary secretion [70]. 

A recent study has suggested the involvement of Ca2+ signaling in radiation-induced loss 

of salivary secretion. While some calcium channels such as the transient receptor 

potential (TRP) members are modulated by ROS, transient receptor potential melastatin-

like 2 (TRPM2), a Ca2+ permeable, non-selective cation channel is activated by 

metabolites generated as a direct consequence of ROS production in the cell [71]. Liu et 
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al. have shown that following 15Gy radiation, TRPM2 is activated by ROS generation in 

murine SMG, which contributes to irreversible salivary hypofunction [72]. Conversely, 

TRPM2 knockout mice initially lose some secretory function but are able to partially 

restore (~70%) by day 30 post-radiation. In a subsequent study, the authors demonstrated 

that radiation-induced hyposalivation is attributed to a persistent reduction in the STIM1 

protein which is linked to the activation of TRPM2 [73]. Mice lacking TRPM2, which 

displayed transient loss of salivary secretion following radiation, do not show persistent 

loss of STIM1 [73]. Activation of TRPM2 and loss of STIM1 could explain some of the 

diminished amounts of salivary flow seen following radiation damage. Further 

understanding of this mechanism could help develop antagonists of TRPM2 that could 

potentially act as radio-mitigators for patients receiving radiotherapy.  

Another mediator of salivary secretion is aquaporins (AQPs), which are water 

permeable transmembrane proteins that regulate fluid mobility. Amongst the 13 

mammalian AQPs, AQP1 (expressed on vascular endothelial cells) and AQP5 (expressed 

on acinar cells) regulate salivary secretion [74]. In pilocarpine-stimulated AQP5 

knockout mice, saliva production and secretion rates decreased by ~60% due to changes 

in osmotic gradients and water permeability [75]. Similarly, rats irradiated with 15Gy 

displayed decreased AQP5 levels and attempts using chemical pretreatments or gene 

transfer therapies only partially restored saliva secretion [76–79].  Similar to the salivary 

glands, in keratinocyte models, ultraviolet radiation downregulates AQP3, leading to 

dehydration of the skin, reduction in water permeability, and ultimately delays in the 

wound healing process [80]. Likewise, radiation-induced lung toxicity decreases AQP1 

and AQP5 which are correlated with lung fibrosis [81]. Mechanistically, the reduction in 
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AQP levels following radiation treatment may hinder the removal of water from the 

lumen and thus delay water absorption that is necessary for salivary secretion [81]. These 

studies illustrate the importance of AQP channels in facilitating salivary function at 

homeostasis and its potential role following radiation treatment.  

Disruption of the salivary stem and progenitor cells 

Following injury, many tissues have the capacity to repair and replenish the 

damaged area through the support of adult stem and progenitor cells (SPCs). In many 

tissues, progenitors will proliferate to replenish the existing cell pool, while stem cells are 

activated when there is excessive loss of differentiated cells or are stimulated by 

environmental cues [82,83]. The exact identity of salivary SPCs is currently unknown; 

however, the hypothesis that endogenous SPCs can participate in organ repair was 

spearheaded when patients treated with IMRT were able to spontaneously recover some 

function after partial glandular loss of function.  

In an attempt to better understand how SPCs could restore function following 

damage, several models have emerged. The first is a ductal ligation model where a metal 

clip is placed on the main duct of the submandibular gland. Five days after the ligation, 

cellular atrophy is observed and there is substantial loss of differentiated acinar cells. 

Following de-ligation on day 14, the glands are able to fully regenerate. In follow-up 

pulse-chase experiments, it was demonstrated that acinar cell precursors arose from the 

ductal compartment and tissue regeneration was dependent on the proliferation and 

differentiation of the newly formed acinar cells [84]. These studies demonstrated that the 

salivary glands possess some innate regenerative potential; however, this study design 

models physical obstruction damage and not reflective of radiation damage.  
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Compared to the ligation model, irradiated glands do not fully regenerate 

following damage. The reason for the lack of tissue restoration could be attributed to the 

direct effect of radiation on the SPC pool, the disruption of the niche in which the SPCs 

reside in, or both. Early theories suggested a “sterilization hypothesis” where salivary 

stem cells are killed in the course of the radiation treatment and thus aren’t available for 

regeneration [70,85]. Historically, it has been hypothesized that the salivary stem cells 

reside in the ductal region of the gland [70,84]. So when the excretory ducts were spared 

during radiation treatment, there was a marked improvement in salivary function [86,87]. 

Furthermore, when a population of c-Kit positive cells, which are largely found in the 

ductal compartment, were transplanted into an irradiated mouse, there was a partial 

restoration of salivary function [88]. This suggested that the salivary glands contain cells 

with stem and progenitor properties. 

However, it has been demonstrated that the salivary SPC population resides in 

both the acinar and ductal compartment. Using a pulse-chase technique, Chibly et al. 

demonstrated that label-retaining cells, which resemble salivary SPCs in terms of their 

stem cell marker profiles and in vivo self-renewal capacity, are found at similar levels in 

both the ductal and acinar compartments of the salivary glands following radiotherapy 

[82]. More importantly, these SPCs are maintained long term following radiation 

damage, making them a valuable candidate to target for restorative therapies. Similarly, 

using a sphere-forming assay where a heterogeneous population of cells is selected for 

cells that exhibit stem-like behavior based on the capacity to self-renew and differentiate 

in vitro, it was demonstrated that irradiated spheres grown in culture expressed acinar cell 

markers [89]. Aure et al. and Emmerson et al. also demonstrated that the acinar 
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compartment contains a population of cells that are capable of salivary restoration 

following radiotherapy [90,91]. These studies suggest that restoration of salivary function 

following radiotherapy involves multiple populations of SPCs and they reside in both the 

acinar and ductal compartments.  

Damage to the stem and progenitor cells’ niche 

Radiation can indirectly damage the SPC pool by targeting the SPC niche, an 

anatomic space containing other cells and factors needed to support and maintain the SPC 

phenotype. An inhospitable niche can prevent the regenerative potential of the SPCs. For 

example, the interaction between SPCs and vascular cells can allow for bidirectional 

paracrine signaling and distribute soluble factors from circulation to the SPC niche. 

However, damage to the vascular system could prevent the regenerative potential of 

SPCs. Mice irradiated with a single dose of 15Gy radiation displayed fewer proliferating 

eNOS-producing endothelial cells, loss of endoglin (a common glycoprotein found in 

blood vessels and capillaries), and dilated blood vessels [92,93]. Changes in the 

vasculature limit the physiological function of the salivary glands indicating the intricate 

balance between SPCs and blood vessels.  

Recently, it has been demonstrated that the parasympathetic nerves are a 

necessary component to regulate salivary SPCs during submandibular gland development 

[94]. Radiation damage causes apoptosis of surrounding cells that are connected to the 

parasympathetic nerves which eventually resulted in 80% reduction of axons. Treatment 

of the irradiated submandibular glands with neuturin, a neurotrophic factor, was able to 

restore parasympathetic functions and improve tissue regeneration [94]. Similarly, when 

glands were irradiated with 10Gy, there was a reduction of TUBB3, a marker for 
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parasympathetic nerves, as early as day 3 post-irradiation which correlated with a 

decrease in SOX2, a SPC population [91]. Damaging the neuronal-SPC interaction 

blocks the communication interface that is necessary for tissue restoration.  

The surrounding epithelial cells within the salivary SPCs could be providing 

essential environmental factors that could be crucial for SPC regenerative response 

following damage. For example, in a 3D co-culture system with lung stem cells and 

fibroblast feeder cells, different biologically relevant substances were introduced to the 

media as possible contributors to the SPC niche. Upon treatment of the epithelial stem 

cells with growth factor inhibitors (FGF), differentiation inhibitor (ALK5), and a 

cytoskeletal inhibitor (ROCK), the lung stem cells increased sphere formation but 

differentiated into a different lineage [95]. Similarly, in embryonic submandibular glands, 

FGF2 signaling from the mesenchyme along with laminin-111 support provided the 

proper niche factors to support salivary organoid formation [96]. Understanding how 

these niche cells and factors work together synergistically will be important in the future 

as bioengineered scaffolds are created for SPC transplantation.  

Current Therapies under Development 

Murine salivary gland models have provided some mechanistic insights for 

developing new therapeutics for human salivary hypofunction. The three main 

approaches that have been proposed are (1) gene therapy, (2) stem/progenitor cell 

therapy, and (3) bioengineered gland therapy.  

Gene Therapy 

As mentioned earlier, preclinical studies in rodents, mini pigs, and primates 

illustrated that exogenous expression of AQP1 was efficacious in promoting salivary 
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secretion following radiation damage. AQPs are important water channels that regulate 

salivary secretion and pioneering gene therapy clinical trials focused on the usage of an 

AQP1 adenovirus. In a phase I clinical trial (06-D-0206), patients were given an 

adenovirus-based vector encoding AQP1 to a single previously irradiated parotid gland. 

All patients tolerated the vector delivery and showed no adverse side-effects. Positive 

objective and subjective salivary function were seen in some patients. These findings 

have led to a phase I dose-escalation study (NTC02446249) to test the safety of a 

modified vector, AAV2hAQP1, with some measures of efficacy. Data from this clinical 

trial is expected to be released in 2022. However, gene therapy alone may not be 

sufficient to restore salivary function. Radiation-induced toxicities also affect the niche, 

including endothelial, neuronal, and stromal cells; but, this area of research is under-

developed. Future research into salivary regeneration may require an understanding of 

how to restore all cell types, which may not occur with gene therapy alone.  

Stem and Progenitor Cells 

The concept of using stem/progenitor cells (SPCs) would ideally use the patient’s 

own cells to restore an organ following injury. This concept is already widely practiced in 

the hematopoietic world, where bone marrow transplants are used to generate an immune 

response to kill off the cancer cells in patients with leukemia. This technique was tailored 

to treat hyposalivation in mice. Bone marrow stem cells from donor mice were injected 

into irradiated mice and recipient mice displayed an increase in salivary secretion [97–99] 

. Interestingly, the transplanted cells did not get incorporate into the gland but potentially 

secreted mitogenic factors that may have stimulated the tissue to regenerate [97]. This 

can be partially seen when the group injected the soluble intracellular contents of whole 
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bone marrow lysates (Bone Marrow Soup) into irradiated mice, which promoted salivary 

secretion [99].  

In attempts to determine lineage-specific salivary SPCs similar to the 

hematopoietic system, various groups have looked at specific populations to determine its 

regenerative potential. Lombaert et al. demonstrated that the transplantation of adult 

mast/stem cell growth factor receptor (SCFR), also known as c-Kit, cells resulted in 

partial functional restoration of salivary flow rates [88]. However, it was subsequently 

demonstrated that long-term genetic tracing of c-Kit cells only contributes to intercalated 

ducts and not the acinar compartment [100]. Aure et al. then demonstrated that acini give 

rise exclusively to the acini and not the ductal compartment during organ homeostasis 

suggesting a self-duplication system; however, the exact acinar lineage is currently 

unknown [90]. More studies need to be conducted to determine if there is a more stem-

like population of SPCs that give rise to both acinar and ductal lineages.  

As an alternative to specific marker lineage tracing, Chibly et al. identified SPCs 

based on a principle called label-retaining cells (LRCs) [82]. This method is based on the 

underlying principle that SPCs are slow-cycling and replicate infrequently and thus 

would retain DNA labels such as ethynyldeoxyuridine (EdU). In this study, it was 

demonstrated that LRCs are found in both the acinar and ductal compartments and 

colocalize with embryonic progenitor markers such as c-Kit, keratin 5, keratin 15, and 

Sox2. However, upon quantification, a large proportion of the LRCs remains 

uncharacterized suggesting that these LRCs originate from an unknown predecessor that 

remains to be determined. Interestingly, the percentage of LRCs remains the same 

following radiotherapy in comparison to untreated mice. This suggests that the SPCs are 
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present to promote regeneration but may not receive the proper signals from the niche to 

initiate regeneration.  

Tissue Engineering 

Transplantation of bioengineered tissues using cells cultured with mitogenic 

factors and grown on a biodegradable scaffold has been proposed as a therapeutic option 

to replace damaged tissues. The scaffold itself acts as an external influence that promotes 

cells to proliferate, differentiate, and epithelize. Thus, these biodegradable scaffolds have 

focused on creating a polarized secretory epithelium using components such as laminin 

and perlecan that regulate cell polarity [96,101]. Materials such as fibrin hydrogel 

containing EGF and IGF1 were able to support parotid gland differentiation and increase 

intracellular Ca2+ concentrations, which promote salivary secretion [102,103]. It has been 

demonstrated that increased surface curvature of these materials promoted more salivary 

differentiation compared to flat surfaces [104]. Thus, understanding components of the 

niche and the surrounding architecture will influence how these cells respond in the 

damaged tissue. Future research should incorporate models like the vibratome 

organotypic system that maintain these essential architectural structures and provide a 

better overview of how the ECM and cell-cell interaction influence salivary function 

[62].  

Understanding the Role of Polarity as a Model for Tissue Regeneration  

Current Mouse Model for Salivary Regeneration 

Our lab has developed a mouse model that restores salivary gland function using 

IGF1. Within the last decades, studies have demonstrated the use of growth factors, 

particularly IGFs as radio-protectants. IGFs are ~7.5kD signaling ligands for IGF1 
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receptors (IGF-1R) and insulin receptors (InsR) and are negatively regulated by IGF 

binding proteins (IGFBPs) [105]. In humans, IGF-1 is released in response to stimulation 

by growth hormone (GH), and has a broad range of activity critical to growth and 

metabolism [105]. Specifically, these proteins provide radioprotection through signaling 

pathways associated with cell survival, DNA repair, and proliferation. Our previous work 

demonstrated in primary cell cultures that IGF1 is a potent activator of AKT and 

stimulation of IGF1 prior to etoposide treated cells resulted in reduced apoptosis [106]. 

Subsequently, we demonstrated that injection of IGF1 prior to radiation exposure induces 

cell cycle arrest, enhances DNA repair, and suppresses apoptosis [65,107,108]. However, 

it is unclear if any of these mechanisms are at play when IGF1 is administered post-

irradiation at day 4 when these processes are largely resolved.  

In 2007, both the FDA and EU approved the use of mecasermin, a type of 

recombinant IGF-1 used to treat children with severe IGF-1 deficiency and are 

unresponsive to growth hormone (GH) [109]. Mecasermin is administered 

subcutaneously to adjust serum IGF-1 levels [109]. While this may seem like a potential 

solution to treat radiation-induced salivary dysfunction, the FDA intended use statement 

specifically states that mecasermin should not be used in cancer patients. The most 

common side-effect is hypoglycemia where some subjects treated with mecasermin 

experienced hypoglycemic seizures and/or loss of consciousness on one more occasions 

[110]. This hypoglycemic potential is regulated by IGF-1 since it suppresses hepatic 

glucose production, stimulates peripheral glucose usage, and inhibits insulin secretion 

[110]. Other adverse reactions include tonsillar hypertrophy, liver dysfunction, and 

acromegaly [109,110]. Additionally, mecasermin could potentially inhibit the negative 
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feedback loop for GH and IGF-1 which can lead to increased growth of tumors [109]. 

Thus, the potential drawbacks of using mecasermin are the resulting adverse side effects 

and its systemic delivery to tumors [109,110]. To avoid some of these side-effects, there 

should be focus on the downstream regulators mediated by IGF-1 that resolves radiation-

induced hyposalivation in order to provide alternative targets that might be useful for 

therapeutic interventions.  

General Wound Healing Progression 

Adult wound healing involves a well-orchestrated series of events leading to the 

repair of injured tissue and restoration of function. Generally, the wound healing process 

consists of three overlapping and highly coordinated phases: inflammation, proliferation, 

and tissue remodeling. The inflammatory phase begins with the arrival of neutrophils 

followed by macrophages and lymphocytes to the wounded sites. The proliferative phase 

is characterized by the replacement of damaged cells, the formation of new blood vessels 

(angiogenesis), and the synthesis of extracellular matrix components. Following the 

proliferative phase, the re-epithelization process occurs with collagen remodeling and 

restoration of cellular adhesion. This whole process starts within seconds of the injury 

and progresses for months following the injury.  

The wound healing cascade may be arrested in any of these phases, leading to the 

formation of a chronic non-healing wound. Many mediators including inflammatory 

cytokines/chemokines, growth factors, proteases, and cellular and extracellular elements 

play a role in the wound healing process. Alterations in one or more of these components 

may lead to impaired healing. Wound healing can also be negatively influenced by many 

exogenous factors including concurrent diseases such as diabetes, renal failure, 
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malnutrition, and smoking. In the presence of these factors, wounds can fail to heal 

adequately, resulting in chronic wounds.  

 

Figure 1.3: General Wound Healing Progression Model 

 

Major Polarity Regulators and their Functions 

A key process of wound healing progression is the reestablishment of cellular 

polarity. Cell polarity describes the asymmetric distribution of cellular constituents 

including proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids to particular regions within a cell or group 

of cells. This asymmetry allows the formation of structurally and functionally distinct 

domains that cells must have to interact effectively with their extracellular environment. 

Cell polarity takes on many forms but can be broadly be classified into three types: (1) 

apical-basolateral polarity (found in epithelial monolayers), (2) anterior-posterior polarity 

(e.g. asymmetric cell division), and (3) planar cell polarity (e.g. Drosophila wings). The 

generation of cell polarity in all cases requires active remodeling of microtubule and actin 
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cytoskeletons and is highly dependent on polarity proteins being trafficked to different 

cellular domains. The establishment of polarity was initially studied in Drosophila and it 

has been demonstrated that polarity is mediated by at least three interacting protein 

complexes: (1) the Par/aPKC complex consisting of Par3, Par6, and atypical protein 

kinase C (aPKC), (2) the Crumbs complex consisting of Crumbs, Stardust, PATJ, and (3) 

the Scribble complex consisting of Scribble, Dlg, and Lgl. Most of the work on the 

function of these complexes has focused on the regulation of apical-basolateral polarity in 

epithelial cells; however, it is now being shown that many of the proteins are required to 

coordinately control polarity in various cell types [111]. It should be noted that in all 

cases, additional cell type-specific factors are required for the proper generation of 

polarity; however, it seems that these three complexes form the conserved core of 

polarity regulators. 

In addition to the three main polarity complexes, there are cell-cell junctions 

along the lateral membrane of epithelial cells that regulate tissue homeostasis by 

maintaining tissue barrier function, cell proliferation, and migration. Junctional 

formation, and therefore maintenance of epithelial polarity, is regulated by four major 

groups of protein-protein interactions: 1) tight junctions (TJs), 2) adherens junctions 

(AJs), 3) desomosomes, and 4) gap junctions (GJs) [111,112]. Defects in cell-cell 

junctions give rise to a wide range of irregularities that disrupt tissue homeostasis and are 

common in genetic abnormalities and cancer. This dissertation will primarily focus on 

adherens junctions (AJs) but it is important to note that the other junctional proteins are 

also crucial in maintaining cell polarity.  
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AJs are located below the TJs and facilitate the adherence of neighboring cells. 

The AJs initiate and maintain cell-cell adhesion, regulate the organization of underlying 

cytoskeleton, and establish a hub for cell signaling and regulation of gene transcription. 

Cell-cell contacts are mediated by specialized cell surface receptors including the 

classical cadherin, E-cadherin, the main cell-cell adhesion molecule expressed in 

epithelial tissues [113]. The cytosolic domain of E-cadherin forms a ternary complex 

with the adapter molecule, β-catenin, a member of the Armadillo family. In turn, β-

catenin can bind to α-catenin and α-catenin can bind F-actin, thus, forming a connection 

between the cadherins and the cytoskeletal network. AJs are master organizers in the 

establishment of apical-basolateral polarity and act as signaling platforms to control 

various pathways. Their signaling capabilities are at least in part due to their ability to 

associate with some cell surface receptors and modulate their activities. Alterations of 

AJs in epithelia are associated with loss of cell-cell contacts and cell polarity, which leads 

to uncontrolled proliferation and tumorigenesis. Additionally, loss of AJs in many animal 

models or in vitro studies has been associated with decreased wound healing and tissue 

regeneration.  
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Figure 1.4: Major Polarity Complexes and regulators 

 

Disruption of polarity regulators alter tissue homeostasis  

The establishment of polarity is necessary for many fundamental processes in an 

organism, not only in development but also in adulthood. Polarity mediates a range of 

biological processes such as orientated division, adhesion, migration, and barrier function 

[111,114,115]. In tubular organs such as salivary and mammary glands, pancreas, 

intestines, and kidneys, polarity is especially important for the extensive protein 

organization needed for secretion. Thus, if there is a disruption in the epithelium, this 

results in altered tissue homeostasis. Examples of polarity disruptions have been seen in 

other tubular epithelial organs such as mammary glands and intestines.  
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Disruption of polarity in mammary cells has led to alterations in milk lactation, 

changes in SPC lineages, and the development of breast cancer. In several studies, 

elevated levels of tight junction proteins such as ZO-1 and claudins resulted in decreased 

synthesis of milk components [116,117]. In another study, murine mammary ductal and 

end bud formation were dependent on the binding of Par3 to aPKC [118]. Loss of Par3 

and subsequent dissociation with aPKC also perturbed progenitor cell differentiation and 

the underlying myoepithelial layer [118].Changes in the equilibrium of polarity have also 

been associated with tumorigenesis. Overexpression of a dominant-negative form of 

aPKC and overexpression of Par6 has been associated with hyper-proliferation in non-

tumorigenic mammary epithelial cells [119]. Similarly, aPKCζII (a truncated form of 

aPKCζ that lacks catalytic activity) can disrupt TJs, but not AJs, by interacting with Par6 

and cause cell overgrowth [120]. This loss of polarity phenotype has long been associated 

with key steps in tumorigenesis (e.g. epithelial-mesenchymal transition) and metastasis. 

In the intestines, the mislocalization of apical proteins can lead to malnutrition, 

due to the failure of properly absorbing nutrients across the apical membrane resulting in 

potentially fatal diarrheal disorders [121]. In contrast, the mislocalization of basolateral 

proteins correlates with loss of epithelial structure, inflammatory bowel disease, and 

cancer development [121,122]. In particular, the intestinal apical membrane is decorated 

with microvilli that are densely packed and form the brush border to facilitate nutrient 

absorption and defend against microbes. One key protein that stabilizes this brush border, 

is ezrin, a protein regulated by the Par complex and the small GTPase, Rho. Loss of ezrin 

in embryonic and adult mouse intestines cause microvillus atrophy and villus fusions 

preventing proper intestinal function [123,124]. Polarity is not only important for tissue 
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maintenance but also essential in regulating cellular responses following an injury event. 

Following radiation damage, intestinal stem cells (Lgr5+) undergo a proliferation 

response in order to repair the damage [125]. In this case, the loss of aPKC accelerated 

wound healing by intensifying proliferation in the Lgr5+ cells [126]. These studies 

illustrate the importance of polarity in the regulating tissue homeostasis and the necessity 

during the wound healing response. 

In the salivary glands, polarity regulation is essential for morphogenesis, barrier 

functions, and SPC regulations. During salivary embryonic branching morphogenesis, 

cleft initiation and progression are regulated by Rho-associated coiled-coil kinase 

(ROCK) and Par-1b [127]. ROCK promotes Par-1b localization to the basolateral cortices 

of epithelial cells adjacent to the basement membrane and drives ectopic basement 

membrane deposition. In a follow-up study, the group demonstrated that Par-1b is not 

only required for branching morphogenesis but also required for the differentiation of 

myoepithelial cells [128]. In the adult, lateral junctional proteins such as ZO-1 form a 

barrier against paracellular diffusion of solutes, thus creating a selective trans-epithelial 

ion gradient for saliva secretion. Mice deficient in ZO-1 die by embryonic day 11.5 and 

cause mislocalization of other junctional protein [129–132]. ZO-1 is expressed in salivary 

acini, ducts, and endothelial cells in human and mouse salivary glands [129,133]. It has 

also been used as a marker of differentiation [102]; however, the mechanisms by which 

ZO-1 modulates TJs following chronic damage needs to be further investigated. Lastly, 

polarity has been studied in label-retaining cells (LRCs), a population of cells that 

exhibits characteristics of salivary SPCs [134]. Radiation-induced damage of the LRCs 

resulted in the inactivation of aPKCζ. Loss of aPKCζ induced a hyper-proliferative 
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phenotype and promoted nuclear translocation of Yap in the LRCs at time points 

associated with salivary dysfunction. Thus, further understanding about the role by which 

polarity plays following injury and during regeneration could provide valuable insights 

for radiation-induced hyposalivation. 
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CHAPTER 2: Persistent Disruption of Lateral Junctional Complexes 

and Actin Cytoskeleton in Parotid Salivary Glands following 

Radiation Treatment 
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ABSTRACT  
 

Xerostomia and hyposalivation are debilitating side effects for patients treated with 

ionizing radiation for head and neck cancer. Despite technological advances, collateral 

damage to the salivary glands remains a significant problem for patients and severely 

diminishes their quality of life. During the wound healing process, restoration of 

junctional contacts is necessary to maintain polarity, structural integrity, and orientation 

cues for secretion. However, little is known about whether these structural molecules are 

impacted following radiation damage and more importantly during tissue restoration. We 

evaluated changes in adherens junctions and cytoskeletal regulators in an injury model 

where mice were irradiated with 5 Grey (5Gy) and a restoration model where mice 

injected post-radiation with insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) are capable of restoring 

salivary function. Using co-immunoprecipitation, there is a decrease in E-cadherin bound 

to β-catenin following damage that is restored to untreated levels with IGF1. Via its 

adaptor proteins, β-catenin links the cadherins to the cytoskeleton and part of this 

regulation is mediated through Rho-associated coiled-coil kinase (ROCK) signaling. In 

our radiation model, F-actin organization is fragmented and there is an induction of 

ROCK activity. However, a ROCK inhibitor, Y-27632, prevents E-cadherin/β-catenin 

dissociation following radiation treatment. These findings illustrate that radiation induces 

a ROCK-dependent disruption of the cadherin-catenin complex and alters F-actin 

organization at stages of damage when hyposalivation is observed. Understanding the 

regulation of these components will be critical in the discovery of therapeutics that have 

the potential to restore function in polarized epithelium. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Salivary gland damage leading to chronic hyposalivation and xerostomia is one of 

the most common complications of ionizing radiation (IR) treatment for patients with head 

and neck cancer [135,136]. While the purpose of IR is to eradicate tumor cells, collateral 

damage in neighboring cells amplifies the adversities faced by patients [137,138]. 

Clinically, IR leads to a reduction in salivary function and predisposes patients to oral 

infections, dental caries, mucositis, and an overall decrease in quality of life [139]. 

Irradiated salivary glands exhibit both acute and chronic symptoms in a dose-dependent 

manner [140]. Although palliative-care modalities such as oral lubricants, saliva 

stimulants, and saliva substitutes temporarily alleviate some of these symptoms, there is 

currently no definitive cure available to restore normal salivary function [43,141]. 

Extensive research has been completed to understand the ethiopathogenesis of radiation-

induced hyposalivation. However, there are limited data on junctional regulators in the 

salivary glands following damage and during tissue restoration. During development, 

wound healing, or pathogenic processes, the epithelium undergoes dynamic reorganization, 

such as epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), apical constriction, convergent 

extension, and migration [114,142–144]. For all of these processes, adherens junctions 

(AJs) are thought to play an important role in forming nascent cell-cell contacts, promoting 

proliferation and regulating rapid transformation of tissue shape and integrity [145]. One 

of the key regulators of the AJs is epithelial (E)-cadherin, a calcium-dependent member of 

the cadherin family. Via its intracellular domains, E-cadherin can bind its key regulators 

β-catenin and p120-catenin, while α-catenin acts as the physical link between catenins and 

the actin cytoskeleton [146–148]. Maintenance of these interactions is important for 

mediating contact inhibition and preventing transcriptional activity of β-catenin [149]. 
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Studies in early developing salivary glands illustrated that E-cadherin and β-catenin are 

distributed diffusely along the cell membrane. Upon maturation, there is increased α-

catenin and γ-catenin associated with the junctional complex [113]. Similarly, disruption 

of the AJs through genetic ablation of p120-catenin in embryonic submandibular glands 

(SMGs) displayed 50% reduction in E-cadherin levels and blocked acinar differentiation 

illustrating that the AJs are important for maintaining the integrity of the epithelium [150]. 

Collectively, these results indicate that AJs are important in the regulation of salivary 

epithelium and cell loss following radiation damage may significantly alter some 

complexes.   

The actin cytoskeleton has been identified in many wound healing models (e.g. 

keratinocytes, lungs, and intestines) as a dynamic network that remodels in response to 

injury and generates mechanical forces necessary for changes in cell contraction, adhesion, 

and motility that underpin tissue repair [142]. It has been shown that actin and microtubules 

support AJs formation and stability, and AJs can organize actin and microtubules 

[151,152]. Studies in C. elegans [153] illustrated that actin induces cell protrusions that 

initiate cadherin clustering and promotes contractile growth leading to mature contact sites. 

Conversely, inhibition of cadherin-catenin clusters halted recruitment of actin 

polymerization factors and prevented actin remodeling [154]. This is also observed in SMG 

branching morphogenesis. When E13 mouse SMG explants were treated with cytochalasin 

B, an actin filament inhibitor, there was a reduction in filamentous (F)-actin formation at 

the apical and basal sides of the cell and loss of cleft formation [155,156]. The F-actin 

network is also necessary for salivary secretion. Intravital imaging of rodent salivary glands 

showed that F-actin is required for both the stabilization and collapse of secretory vesicles 
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[157]. Cells may use this dynamic interaction to transmit mechanical forces generated by 

the cell junctions to the cytoskeleton and vice versa, to regulate cell shape and other 

properties.  

To study the interplay between AJs and the cytoskeleton, we looked at the organization 

of the E-cadherin/β-catenin complex and actin in damaged glands from irradiated (5Gy) 

mice, in regenerating glands where mice were treated with insulin-like growth factor 1 

(IGF1) following IR, and in primary cell cultures where cells were treated with a ROCK 

inhibitor, Y-27632, following IR. Radiation significantly reduces E-cadherin/β-catenin 

binding and disrupts F-actin organization. In contrast, these morphological altercations 

are resolved with IGF1 treatment. In addition, the ROCK inhibitor, Y-27632, prevents E-

cadherin/β-catenin dissociation following IR in vitro. These findings suggest that 

interactions between the cadherin-catenin-actin network play critical roles following 

damage and during restoration. Understanding the regulation of these events may lead to 

development of regenerative therapies for damaged salivary glands.  

METHODS 
 

Mice and Radiation Treatment  

Mice were maintained and treated in accordance with protocols approved by the 

University of Arizona Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). All 

experiments were conducted on female FVB mice. At 4-6 weeks of age, mice were 

anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (50 mg/kg:10 mg/mL, intramuscularly [i.m]) and the 

head and neck region was exposed to 5Gy of ionizing radiation (60Cobalt Teletherapy unit 

from Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd Theratron-80). To prevent systemic radiation effects, 

the remaining parts of the body were shielded with >6mm thick piece of lead. Radiation 
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dosage, calculations, and maintenance of the cobalt source are conducted by the 

Experimental Radiation Shared Service at the University of Arizona Cancer Center. 

Co-immunoprecipitation 

Parotid glands were dissected, frozen on dry ice and stored at -80°C. Total protein 

was obtained by homogenizing glands in RIPA buffer supplemented with 5mM sodium 

orthovanadate (Fisher, Hampton, NH), protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 

and 100mM PMSF (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). Samples were sonicated, 

centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 20 minutes, and protein supernatant was kept for analysis. 

Using the Direct IP Kit (Thermo), samples were processed as previously described [158], 

except 20% β-mercaptoethanol was used instead of DTT. Subsequent immunoblotting 

procedures are described below.  

Immunoblotting 

Total parotid tissue lysate was digested as described above. The Coomassie Plus-

The Better Braford Assay (Thermo) was used to determine protein concentrations and 50-

100 μg of total lysate was loaded onto a 10% polyacrylamide gel, transferred to an 

Immobilon PDVF membrane (Millipore Corporation, Bedford, MA) and blocked in either 

2% BSA or 5% non-fat milk in TBST. Primary antibodies from Cell Signaling 

Technologies (Danvers, MA) were: E-cadherin, β-catenin, pGSK-3β, non-phosphorylated 

β-catenin, pβ-catenin (S45), pCofilin (S3), GSK-3β, Cofilin, LIMK2, ROCK1, p120-

catenin, α-catenin, Lamin A/C, pMLC2, MLC2; from Thermo were β-tubulin and pLIMK2 

(T505); and from Abcam pROCK1 (S456/T455). For detection, ECL substrate (Thermo) 

or SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate (Thermo) was used. Restore 

Western Blotting Stripping Buffer (Fisher) was used to strip membranes, reblocked with 

2% BSA in 1x TBST, and reprobed for loading controls.  
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Quantitative RT/PCR (qRT-PCR) 

Parotid glands were removed from mice and stored in RNAlater Stabilization 

Reagent (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Mini Kit 

(Qiagen). For each sample, 1 μg of RNA was reverse transcribed with SuperScript IV 

Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions using a 

MyCycler Thermal Cycler System (Biorad, Hercules, CA) and diluted 1:5 in nuclease-free 

water. For qPCR, samples were analyzed in triplicate for each cDNA sample (3-5 mice per 

condition) with an iQ5 Real-Time PCR Detection System (Biorad). Master mixes were 

prepared as follows: 5 μL of diluted cDNA, 1 uL of the forward and reverse primers (10 

μM each), SYBR Green (Qiagen), and nuclease-free water to a final volume of 25 μL. 

Forty cycles of PCR were performed (95°C for 15 seconds, 54°C for 30 seconds, 72°C for 

30 seconds); fluorescence detection occurred during the 72°C step at each cycle.  The data 

were analyzed using the 2-ΔΔCT method [159]. Results were normalized to GAPDH, which 

remains unchanged in response to treatment. Normalized values were graphed as relative 

fold-change compared to untreated. The following primers were purchased from Integrated 

DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA): GAPDH (FWD: 5’-ACC ACA GTC CAT GCC ATC 

AC-3’; REV: 5’-CAC CAC CCT GTT GCT GTA GCC-3’), CTNNB (β-catenin) (FWD: 

5’-ATA AAT CGC TCC TTG TGC GG-3’; REV: 5’-TTG CTC TTG CGT GAA GGA 

CT-3’), E-cadherin (FWD: 5’-CCC AGT ATC GTC CCC GTC CT-3’; REV: 5’-GAA 

TCG GTT GCC CCA CTC GT-3’), Axin2 (FWD: 5'-GAG TTA TCC AGC GAC GCA 

CT-3'; REV: 5'-CAT GCG GTA ACG AGG GAC TC-3').  

Histology and Immunofluorescent Staining 

For both formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) and frozen tissue samples, 

salivary glands were dissected at predetermined time points. For FFPE, the glands were 
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immediately fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin (Sigma) for a maximum of 24 hours, 

transferred to 70% ethanol and embedded in paraffin. Sections were cut to 4µm thickness 

and processed for standard staining with hematoxylin and eosin by IDEXX BioResearch 

(Columbia, MO). For frozen tissue sections, glands were immediately fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde overnight in 4°C, equilibrated in 15% sucrose in 1x PBS, and 

equilibrated in 30% sucrose in 1x PBS before snap freezing in OCT with liquid nitrogen. 

For FFPE, slides were incubated at 37ºC for 20 minutes and rehydrated in Histoclear 

(National Diagnostics, Atlanta, GA), graded ethanol (100, 95, 70, 50%) and distilled water. 

For frozen sections, slides were submerged in 1x PBS to remove OCT. Both sample types 

were permeabilized in 0.02% Triton-x100 solution in 1x PBS for 15 minutes, followed by 

three 1X PBS washes for 5 minutes. Only FFPE required an antigen retrieval step where 

slides were placed in 1mM citric acid buffer (pH 6.8) and boiled in microwave twice for 5 

minutes, plus an additional 20 minutes in buffer without further microwaving. All samples 

were blocked in 0.5% NEN and incubated in primary antibody diluted in 1% BSA 

overnight at 4ºC. Secondary antibody was added for 1 hour at room temperature. Tissue 

sections were counterstained with DAPI (1µg/mL) and mounted with ProLongTM Gold 

Antifade Reagent (Life Technologies). Fluorescently stained slides were stored at 4ºC for 

no longer than 5 days until imaging. Images were taken with a Leica DM5500 microscope 

(Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) and a Spot Pursuit 4 Megapixel CCD camera 

(Diagnostic Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI). Images were processed using ImagePro 

6.3 (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD) and ImageJ (NIH). Colocalization of E-

cadherin and β-catenin was quantified by Manders’ coefficient using the JaCoP plug-in for 

ImageJ [160]. The thresholds were determined automatically using Costes automatic 
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thresholding, and Manders’ coefficient was scored from at least 10 images per slide per 

treatment condition. Phalloidin area was quantified as previously described [61].  

Nuclear-Cytoplasmic Fractionation 

For subcellular fractionation, whole parotid tissues were first minced into a cell 

suspension with dispersion media containing 1mg/mL of Collagenase (Sigma), 1mg/mL of 

Hyaluronidase (Sigma) and 9mM of CaCl2 in Modified Hanks Balanced Salt Solution 

(HBSS). Glands were agitated on a nucleator at 37°C for 20 minutes. Cell suspension was 

pelleted by centrifugation at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes and washed with PBS. Proteins were 

extracted using NE-PERTM Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Extraction reagents (Thermo) and 

HaltTM Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail (Thermo) was added to preserve protein 

phosphorylation as required. Whole lysates, cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions were 

analyzed by immunoblot as described above. Tubulin (Thermo) was used as the loading 

control for the cytoplasmic proteins, and Lamin A/C (CST) was used as the loading control 

for nuclear proteins.   

Primary Cell Culture  

Parotid glands were removed from FVB mice, minced in dispersion media, and 

added to a siliconized Erlenmeyer flask. Cells were incubated in the dispersion media for 

1 hour at 37°C with agitation at 40, 45, 50, and 55 minutes for dispersing the cells. Cells 

were centrifuged, resuspended in wash media (Modified HBSS containing CaCl2 and 0.2% 

BSA), and sterile filtered through a nylon filter. The cell suspension was cultured in 

primary cell culture media with 10% FBS on rat tail collagen plates (Corning, Corning, 

NY). On day 3 after dissection, cells were exposed to a single dose of 5Gy radiation. At 

the indicated time points, protein lysates were collected and co-immunoprecipitations were 

performed according to the protocols mentioned above. For the ROCK inhibitor 
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experiments, the irradiated cells were cultured with vehicle control media or with 140µM 

Y-27632 in primary cell media. This concentration was chosen because it has been 

previously shown to have no toxicity or induction of apoptosis in E13 submandibular 

glands [127].  

Statistics 

Data were analyzed using Prism 6.04 (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA). All values are 

reported as the mean ± standard error of at least three independent experiments. Statistical 

tests were two-sided and differences between group means were evaluated using the 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) test and Tukey’s Multiple Comparison Test with significant 

differences at p<0.05. 
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RESULTS 
 

Radiation disrupts E-cadherin/β-catenin binding at acute and chronic time points  

Amongst the AJs, the E-cadherin/β-catenin complex is the most abundant regulator 

of apical-basal polarity in acinar and ductal progenitor cells by protecting differentiating 

cells from undergoing apoptotic death [113]. During development, inhibition of E-cadherin 

disrupts formation of the inner buds suggesting that junctional interactions provide a 

survival mechanism in maturing cells [113]. Similarly, upon injury and during re-

epithelization, cells must restore E-cadherin, which redirects other polarity regulators (e.g. 

ZO-1 and Par3) to their proper locations. It has been previously shown that radiation 

damage results in decreased salivary flow rates as early as day 3 and persists beyond day 

30 [61]. Thus, to determine if there is a correlation between junctional disruption following 

radiation damage and salivary dysfunction, the E-cadherin/β-catenin complex was 

analyzed at days 4 (early), 7 (early), and 30 (chronic) following 5Gy treatment targeted to 

the head and neck region (Figure 2.1A). In untreated mice, E-cadherin co-

immunoprecipitated with β-catenin (Figure 2.1B-C). However, there is a significant 

decrease in complex association at days 4, 7, and 30 following radiation. These results were 

also observed in the reversed procedure, when E-cadherin was immunoprecipitated and 

blotted for β-catenin (data not shown). To validate that the decrease in complex binding 

was not due to changes in total protein levels, both total E-cadherin (Figure 2.1D) and total 

β-catenin (Figure 2.1E) were evaluated by immunoblot. Total gene expression levels of E-

cadherin and β-catenin did not change with qRT-PCR (data not shown). Further 

confirmation of E-cadherin/β-catenin dissociation was determined by dual 

immunofluorescent staining by evaluating the co-localization of both proteins (Figure 
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2.1F-G). In untreated mice, E-cadherin and β-catenin both localize along the plasma 

membrane and have a Manders’ coefficient of 1.0 indicating a high degree of co-

localization. The Manders’ coefficient across untreated images was utilized to determine 

normalized values for each treatment group. Upon radiation damage, some β-catenin 

localizes to the cytoplasm or nucleus while E-cadherin localization remains the same. The 

normalized Manders’ coefficient values at early and chronic time points were both 

significantly lower indicating decreased co-localization between E-cadherin and β-catenin 

(Figure 2.1G). These results indicate that radiation disrupts the E-cadherin/β-catenin 

complex as early as day 4 and is sustained chronically to day 30. 
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Figure 2.1: Radiation-Induced Disruption of the E-cadherin/β-catenin Complex is Sustained 
Chronically. 

Female FVB mice (4-6 weeks old) were either untreated (UT) or irradiated (IR) with 5Gy and 

dissected on days 4, 5, 7, or 30 following radiation treatment. (A) Timeline of experiment. (B) β-

catenin was immunoprecipitated from tissue lysates and the level of E-cadherin bound to β-

catenin was determined by immunoblot. (C) Quantification by densitometry of the immunoblot 

in B normalized to UT. Total protein levels of (D) E-cadherin and (E) β-catenin following 

radiation treatment. Immunoblots were re-probed with Tubulin as a loading control. (F) 

Immunofluorescent staining was used to determine the level of E-cadherin (green), β-catenin 

(red) and co-localization (yellow) of both proteins in composite images (scale bar for high 

magnification=40µm, low magnification=200µm). (G) Quantification by Manders’ coefficient of 

images in F with values normalized to UT. Results are presented from at least 3 mice per 

condition; F used 10-15 images per mouse; error bars denote mean ± SEM. Significant difference 

(p<0.05) was determined by ANOVA followed by a post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparison test. 

Treatment groups with different letters above bar graph are significantly different from each 

other.  
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Post-therapeutic IGF1 resolves radiation-induced E-cadherin/β-catenin disruption 

Previous studies have shown that systemic post-therapeutic administration of IGF1 

restores salivary function in terms of salivary flow rates and amylase production in mice at 

day 30 post-radiation treatment [61]. However, the mechanism of how IGF1 restores 

chronic loss of salivary function is not well characterized. Injection of IGF1 prior to 

radiation exposure induces cell cycle arrest, enhances DNA repair and suppresses apoptosis 

[65,107,108]; however, it is unclear if any of these mechanisms play a role when IGF1 is 

administered post-radiation (day 4) when these processes are largely resolved. In other 

epithelial injury models, IGF1 stimulates the promotion of cell adhesion, disruption of cell-

cell interactions, or alters total levels of the complex depending upon the specific cell type 

[161]. Thus, the cadherin-catenin complex was evaluated in irradiated mice that received 

IGF1 (days 4-6) (Figure 2.2A). E-cadherin/β-catenin binding is restored to untreated levels 

as early as day 7 (Figure 2.2B-C). These results are also observed in the reversed procedure, 

when E-cadherin was immunoprecipitated and blotted for β-catenin (data not shown). Total 

protein levels of E-cadherin (Figure 2.2D) and β-catenin (Figure 2.2E), as well as, mRNA 

expression (data not shown) are not altered with IGF1. Immunofluorescence analysis 

confirms co-localization of E-cadherin and β-catenin along the plasma membrane in 

irradiated mice treated with IGF1 (Figure 2.2F-G). These analyses indicate that stimulation 

with IGF1 is able to restore E-cadherin/β-catenin complexes to untreated levels following 

radiation damage.  
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Figure 2.2:Post-therapeutic IGF1 Treatment Resolves E-cadherin/β-catenin Dissociation 

Post-therapeutic IGF1 Treatment Resolves E-cadherin/β-catenin Dissociation. Female FVB mice 

(4-6 weeks old) were either untreated (UT) or irradiated (5Gy) and given post-therapeutic IGF1 

(IR+IGF) and dissected on days 7 or 30 following radiation treatment. (A) Timeline of 

experiment. (B) β-catenin was immunoprecipitated from tissue lysates and the level of E-cadherin 

bound to β-catenin was determined by immunoblot. (C) Quantification by densitometry of the 

immunoblot in B normalized to UT. Total protein levels of (D) E-cadherin and (E) β-catenin 

following radiation treatment. Immunoblots were re-probed with Tubulin as a loading control. (F) 

Immunofluorescent staining was used to determine the level of E-cadherin (green), β-catenin (red) 

and co-localization (yellow) of both proteins in composite images (scale bar for high 

magnification=40µm, low magnification=200µm). (G) Quantification by Manders’ coefficient of 

images in F with values normalized to UT. Results are presented from at least 3 mice per condition; 

F used 10-15 images per mouse; error bars denote mean ± SEM. Significant difference (p<0.05) 

was determined by ANOVA followed by a post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Treatment 

groups with different letters above bar graph are significantly different from each other. 
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Regulation of α-catenin and p120-catenin in AJ stability following radiation treatment and 

post-therapeutic IGF-1 

 Other members of the cadherin-catenin family are known to regulate the E-

cadherin/β-catenin complex through direct binding, clustering events, or phosphorylation 

events [145,162]. Since radiation results in a disruption of the E-cadherin/β-catenin 

complex, we investigated whether other common cadherin-catenin adaptors such as α-

catenin and p120-catenin were altered following treatment. Total protein levels of α-

catenin (Figure 2.3A-C) and p120-catenin (Figure 2.3D-F) did not change with IR or with 

post-therapeutic IGF1. It is possible that regulation of E-cadherin/β-catenin stability occurs 

via protein-protein interactions. Structurally, E-cadherin contains binding domains for both 

β-catenin and p120-catenin via its cytoplasmic tail [145,163]. β-catenin contains a binding 

domain for α-catenin, which binds to actin and serves as a link between the actin 

cytoskeleton and the cadherins [164,165]. Following p120-catenin immunoprecipitation 

and immunoblotting for E-cadherin, there is no difference in the level of E-cadherin bound 

to p120-catenin in irradiated tissues when compared to untreated tissues (Figure 2.3G). 

Similarly, the same level of α-catenin is bound to β-catenin following radiation treatment 

(Figure 2.3H). Thus, α-catenin and p120-catenin complexes with β-catenin and E-cadherin, 

respectively are not disrupted in irradiated salivary glands.   
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Figure 2.3: Regulation of α-catenin and p120-catenin in AJ stability 

Female FVB mice (4-6 weeks old) were either untreated (UT), irradiated (IR) with 5Gy, 

or irradiated and given post-therapeutic IGF1 (IR+IGF) and dissected on days 7 or 30 

following radiation treatment. Total protein levels of α-catenin were measured following 

IR (A) and following IR+IGF (B). Immunoblots were reprobed with Tubulin as the 

loading control. (C) Quantification by densitometry of the immunoblots in A and B 

normalized to UT. Total protein levels of p120-catenin were measuring following IR (D) 

and following IR+IGF (E). Immunoblots were reprobed with Tubulin as the loading 

control. (F) Quantification by densitometry of the immunoblots in D and E normalized to 

UT. (G) p120-catenin was immunoprecipitated from total tissue lysates and the level of 

E-cadherin bound to p120-catenin was determined by immunoblot. (H) β-catenin was 

immunoprecipitated from total tissue lysates and the level of α-catenin bound to β-catenin 

was determined by immunoblot. Results are presented from at least 3 mice per condition 

and error bars denote mean ± SEM. Significant difference (p<0.05) was determined by 

ANOVA followed by a post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Treatment groups 

with different letters above bar graph are significantly different from each other.  
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Radiation increases the non-phosphorylated form of β-catenin but does not stimulate 

nuclear translocation 

At homeostasis, β-catenin is tightly regulated and rapidly degraded in the cytosol 

in a sequential phosphorylation manner; first by casein kinase 1 at serine45 (S45) and 

subsequently by glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta (GSK-3β) at serine33, serine37, and 

threonine41. GSK-3β is the predominant kinase that phosphorylates β-catenin for 

degradation and itself can be phosphorylated at serine9 (S9) for decreased kinase activity. 

Due to differences in β-catenin localization in Figure 1, pGSK-3β (S9) was evaluated 

(Figure 2.4A, 4C). In comparison to untreated mice, radiation increases GSK-3β (S9) 

phosphorylation at early time points (days 4-5); however, this was not sustained at a 

chronic time point (day 30). Increased GSK-3β serine9 phosphorylation is indicative of 

decrease in kinase activity; therefore, the non-phosphorylated state of β-catenin was 

evaluated following radiation (Figure 2.4E, 4G). A transient elevation of non-

phosphorylated β-catenin (Figure 2.4E, 4G) with a corresponding decrease in β-catenin 

phosphorylation on serine45 (Figure 2.4I, 4K) is observed at early time points following 

radiation damage that is not sustained at a chronic time point (day 30). In contrast, post-

therapeutic IGF1 treatment leads to levels of pGSK-3β phosphorylated on serine9 (S9; 

Figure 2.4B, 4D), non-phosphorylated β-catenin (Figure 2.4F, 4H), and β-catenin 

phosphorylated on serine45 (S45; Figure 2.4J, 4L) that are similar to untreated controls at 

all time points evaluated. This stabilization of β-catenin has the potential for nuclear 

translocation and upregulation of proliferative genes. To evaluate whether radiation 

induces β-catenin translocation, the percentage of cells exhibiting nuclear β-catenin was 

evaluated by immunofluorescence (Figure 2.5A-B). Nuclear β-catenin in untreated 

(0.0046%) and irradiated (D4=0.0053%, D5=0.0055%, D7=0.0059%, D30=0.0050%) 
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tissues is minimal and not significantly different from each other. To further determine 

whether β-catenin translocates into the nucleus, subcellular fractions of parotid glands 

were evaluated for β-catenin presence on day 4 after radiation since the greatest 

accumulation of non-phosphorylated β-catenin occurs at this time point (Figure 2.5C). 

Radiation treatment did not increase the levels of β-catenin in either the cytoplasmic or 

nuclear subcellular fractions (Figure 2.5C). Additionally, a common downstream β-

catenin regulated gene, Axin2, has similar levels following radiation as unirradiated 

controls. (Figure 2.5D). Together these results suggest that radiation increases the non-

phosphorylated form of β-catenin but does not induce nuclear translocation. 
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Figure 2.4: Analysis of β-catenin and GSK-3β phosphorylation following radiation 
treatment 

Female FVB mice (4-6 weeks old) were either untreated (UT), irradiated (IR) with 5Gy, or 

irradiated and given post-therapeutic IGF1 (IR+IGF) and dissected on days 4, 5, 7, or 30 

following radiation treatment. Levels of pGSK-3β (S9) following IR (A) and IR+IGF (B) 

which are quantitated by densitometry and normalized to UT in (C) and (D) respectively. 

Total protein levels of non-phosphorylated β-catenin following IR (E) and IR+IGF (F) 

which are quantitated by densitometry and normalized to UT in (G) and (H) respectively. 

Levels of pβ-catenin (S45) following IR (I) and IR+IGF (J) which are quantitated by 

densitometry and normalized to UT in (K) and (L) respectively. Immunoblots were 

reprobed with total GSK-3β (A and B) or β-catenin (E, F, I, and J) as the loading control. 

Results are presented from at least 3 mice per condition; error bars denote mean ± SEM. 

Significant difference (p<0.05) was determined by ANOVA followed by a post-hoc 

Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Treatment groups with different letters above bar graph 

are significantly different from each other. 
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Figure 2.5: Analysis of nuclear β-catenin following radiation treatment. 

Female FVB mice (4-6 weeks old) were either untreated (UT) or irradiated (IR) with 5Gy 

and dissected on days 4, 5, 7 or 30. (A) Immunofluorescent staining was used to 

determine levels of β-catenin (red) that translocated to the nucleus (blue). White stars 

denote nuclear β-catenin (scale bar for high magnification=40µm, low 

magnification=200µm). (B) Quantification of the percentage of nuclear β-catenin in A. 

(C) Cytoplasmic, nuclear, and total protein fractions were extracted from either untreated 

or irradiated tissue and immunoblotted for β-catenin. Lamin A/C and Tubulin served as 

markers for nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions, respectively. (D) Relative Axin2 mRNA 

level determined by qRT-PCR and normalized to GAPDH as a loading control. Results 

are presented from at least 3 mice per condition; A-B used 10-15 images per mouse; error 

bars denote mean ± SEM. Significant difference (p<0.05) was determined by ANOVA 

followed by a post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Treatment groups with 

different letters above bar graph are significantly different from each other. 
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Radiation alters F-actin organization and other cytoskeletal regulators 

Via β-catenin, the cytoskeletal network can associate with AJs to maintain cell-cell 

interactions [145,147]. Alterations in the cytoskeleton can result in severe physiological 

outcomes preventing adhesion [142,145,147]. To investigate whether the cytoskeleton is 

disrupted following radiation, tissues were analyzed by phalloidin-488 

immunofluorescence (Figure 2.6A). Untreated tissues exhibit normal and smooth 

distribution of actin along the periphery of the cell at areas of cell-to-cell contacts (Figure 

6A, pink arrowheads). Irradiated tissues display a striking change in these structures at 

days 7 and 30 where F-actin is extensively fragmented and disorganized (Figure 6A, white 

arrowheads). Specifically, F-actin exhibits a concentrated cytoplasmic pattern that is 

evident at day 7 and persists at a chronic time point (Day 30, Figure 2.6B).   

Accumulating evidence describes numerous regulators that play prominent roles in 

actin reorganization [142]. The Rho-associated coiled-coil protein kinase (ROCK) is often 

associated with regulation of junctional complexes, the cytoskeleton, and integrity of the 

epithelium [166]. Importantly, activated ROCK (S456/T455) can activate Lim domain 

kinase 1 or 2 (LIMK1/2) on threonine508 and threonine505, respectively. LIMK can 

subsequently phosphorylate cofilin, an actin-depolymerizing factor, on serine3 and alter 

cytoskeletal organization. Here, we determined if radiation alters this signaling axis. Upon 

investigation of ROCK activity, there is an increase in pROCK1 (S456/T455) at day 7 

following radiation (Figure 2.6C-D), a time point where F-actin organization is altered and 

the E-cadherin/β-catenin complex is disrupted. In contrast, the increase in pROCK1 is 

reduced to untreated levels with post-therapeutic IGF1 injections. Since ROCK 

phosphorylates LIMK in response to stimuli, we investigated pLIMK2 due to its expression 

in all tissues while LIMK1 is primarily expressed in the central nervous system, the heart, 
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and skeletal muscles [167]. Indeed, there is an increase in pLIMK2 (T505) following 

radiation damage that is resolved with IGF1 (Figure 2.6E-F). Upon activation, LIMK 

regulates actin turnover through pCofilin (S3) which severs mature filaments into 

fragments and drives monomer actin release. Radiation induces an increase in pCofilin (S3) 

when compared to untreated controls and pCofilin (S3) levels return to baseline with IGF1 

(Figure 2.6G-H). ROCK activity is also known to regulate other substrates such as the 

myosin regulatory light chain (MLC), which interacts with actin filaments to generate 

mechanical forces. In comparison to untreated, pMLC is elevated at day 7 post-radiation 

but returned to untreated levels with post-therapeutic IGF1 (Figure 2.6I-J). This suggests 

that the ROCK signaling axis may be a critical regulator of radiation-induced actin 

disruption.  

 

Effects of ROCK inhibition on E-cadherin/β-catenin association following radiation 

To analyze whether the ROCK signaling pathway participates in the dissociation 

of the E-cadherin/β-catenin complex in salivary epithelial cells, a ROCK-specific 

inhibitor, Y-27632, was used in primary parotid salivary gland cultures (Figure 7A, 

timeline). E-cadherin/β-catenin complex dissociation is observed at day 3 post-radiation 

in primary cultures (Figure 2.7B); therefore, treatment with Y-27632 occurred on day 2 

post-radiation to determine if ROCK inhibition can prevent complex dissociation. Levels 

of a ROCK substrate (pLIMK2) are reduced in cells treated with Y-27632, thereby 

confirming pathway inhibition with this compound (Figure 2.7C). Using co-

immunoprecipitation, cells treated with Y-27632 have similar levels of E-cadherin/β-

catenin interaction as untreated cells, which is significantly higher than irradiated cells 
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(Figure 2.7C). These results suggest that radiation-induced E-cadherin/β-catenin 

dissociation can be prevented through ROCK inhibition.  

 

Figure 2.6: Radiation-induced F-actin alterations correlate with ROCK pathway 

activation 

Female FVB mice (4-6 weeks old) were either untreated (UT), irradiated (IR) with 5Gy, 

or irradiated and given post-therapeutic IGF1 (IR+IGF) and dissected on days 7 or 30. 

(A) Immunofluorescent staining with Phalloidin (green) was used to visualize F-actin 
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structures following radiation and with post-therapeutic IGF1 (scale bar for high 

magnification=40µm, low magnification=200µm). Pink arrows indicate continuous F-

actin while white arrows indicate fragmented phalloidin. (B) Quantification of the 

percentage of phalloidin positive staining area within the parotid gland. Immunoblot 

analysis to measure the level of (C) pROCK, (E) pLIMK, (G) pCofilin, and (I) pMLC. 

Immunoblots were re-probed for total levels of ROCK, LIMK2, Cofilin, and MLC 

respectively. Immunoblots were quantitated by densitometry for (D) pROCK, (F) 

pLIMK, (H) pCofilin, and (J) pMLC and normalized to UT. Results are presented from at 

least 3 mice per condition; A-B used 10-15 images per mouse; error bars denote mean ± 

SEM. Significant difference (p<0.05) was determined by ANOVA followed by a post-

hoc Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Treatment groups with different letters above bar 

graph are significantly different from each other. 
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Figure 2.7: Effect of ROCK-inhibitor, Y-27632 on E-cadherin/β-catenin association 
following radiation treatment 

Female FVB mice (4-6 weeks old) were dissected and cultured as primary cell cultures. 

On Day 0, the primary cells were irradiated with 5Gy and cell lysates were collected on 

Days 1, 2, and 3 after radiation treatment. (A) Experimental timeline. (B) β-catenin was 

immunoprecipitated from cell culture lysates and the level of E-cadherin bound to β-

catenin was determined by co-immunoprecipitation following radiation treatment. (C) 

Cell cultures were either untreated (UT), untreated plus ROCK-inhibitor Y-27632 on Day 

2 (UT+Y-27632), irradiated (IR), or irradiated plus ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 on Day 2 

(IR+Y-27632). Cell lysates were collected on Day 3 after radiation treatment for all 

conditions. (C) pLIMK2 was immunoblotted in UT, UT+Y-27632, IR, and IR+Y-27632 

condition. Immunoblots were re-probed for total levels of LIMK2 as a loading control. 

(D) β-catenin was immunoprecipitated from cell lysates and the level of E-cadherin 

bound to β-catenin was determined by immunoblot. (E) Quantification by densitometry 

of D, normalized to UT. Results are presented from 3 independent primary cell 

preparations; error bars denote mean ± SEM. Significant difference (p<0.05) was 

determined by ANOVA followed by a post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparison test. 

Treatment groups with different letters above bar graph are significantly different from 

each other.  
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DISCUSSION  
Previous research has demonstrated that radiation significantly alters salivary gland 

structure [137,168]. The AJs are of interest since they regulate apical-basal polarity, 

proliferation, and contact inhibition; processes that are necessary during wound healing. 

We determined that radiation causes a ROCK-dependent disruption in E-cadherin/β-

catenin association and altered cytoskeletal organization.  

While remodeling of E-cadherin and β-catenin is important during wound healing, 

the inability to re-form strong E-cadherin/β-catenin adhesions for an extended length of 

time may be a mechanistic contributor to chronic radiation-induced hyposalivation. In the 

current study, we observe a persistent disruption of the E-cadherin/β-catenin complex at 

days 4, 7, and 30 post-radiation (Figure 2.1) that corresponds to a period of radiation-

induced salivary dysfunction (days 3, 30, 60, and 90) [61]. In contrast, administration of 

IGF1 after radiation (days 4-6) restores E-cadherin/β-catenin complex association in 

irradiated salivary glands at days 7 and 30 post-treatment (Figure 2.2). During later stages 

of branching morphogenesis in embryonic SMG organ cultures, E-cadherin and β-catenin 

co-localization at cell-cell contacts is enhanced and correlates with increased 

differentiation [112]. Other members of the cadherin and catenin family are known to 

regulate E-cadherin/β-catenin stability, such as p120-catenin and α-catenin; however, these 

proteins do not appear to be modulated following radiation treatment at the time points 

evaluated (Figure 2.3). Drosophila embryos expressing constitutively active Rac1, a small 

GTPase, exhibited increased cytoplasmic localization of E-cadherin and β-catenin, reduced 

expression of salivary gland specific proteins, and improper tube morphogenesis, 

culminating in increased cell death and engulfment by macrophages [169]. A number of 

histological changes have been reported in salivary glands following radiation including 
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cell death, cellular atrophy, focal infiltration, and mild fibrosis [61,64,107,170,171]. In a 

model of Sjӧgren’s Syndrome induced inflammation, rat parotid Par-C10 cells grown as 

3D spherical cultures exhibited a redistribution of tight junction proteins when chronically 

exposed to proinflammatory cytokines [132]. Taken together, radiation may induce an 

inflammatory phenotype that could contribute to chronic disruption of cell-cell contacts 

while IGF1 promotion of E-cadherin/β-catenin complex association may stimulate the 

differentiation arm of the wound healing process.  

In the canonical Wnt/β-catenin pathway, dissociation of β-catenin from AJs leads 

to cytoplasmic accumulation due to Wnt inhibition of β-catenin proteasomal degradation 

[147]. In addition, it has been previously shown in adult mice that radiation does not lead 

to induction of Wnt/β-catenin target genes such as Axin2 [172]. This parallels our findings 

where irradiated mice did not significantly promote nuclear β-catenin and downstream 

transcriptional activity (Figure 2.5). Using an inducible Wnt mouse model, Hai et al. 

evaluated the impact of Wnt signaling on radiation-induced salivary gland dysfunction by 

stimulating Wnt activation three days before, concurrently, or three days after radiation. 

Interestingly, only concurrent Wnt activation with radiation treatment significantly 

improved salivary flow rates. In our model, radiation induces a transient upregulation of 

non-phosphorylated β-catenin at days 4-5, which is a similar window to the Wnt induction 

3 days after radiation model. In both cases, a significant impairment of salivary function is 

observed when the Wnt/β-catenin pathway is activated post-radiation.  

Actin cytoskeletal reorganization is a phenotypic change associated with post-

damage responses where cellular adhesion to different substrates regulates infiltration and 

tissue remodeling [142]. In SMG, the temporal regulation of F-actin acts as a scaffold to 
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recruit other remodeling regulators for the assembly and disassembly of secretory granules, 

an essential component of salivary secretion [173,174]. We demonstrate that radiation 

induces activation of ROCK signaling at early time points and F-actin reorganization at 

early and chronic time points. Timing and control of ROCK activity and actin organization 

can be observed during cleft formation, the initial step of salivary gland morphogenesis. 

Inhibition of ROCK results in a small number of initiated, but not elongated clefts, 

illustrating that ROCK is not necessary for cleft initiation but is critical for subsequent 

stages of branching morphogenesis [127]. For cleft progression, polarization of the 

basement membrane is mediated by ROCK1 [128], while actin and fibronectin assembly 

is mediated by LIMK [175]. Conversely, using a human salivary gland cell line, inhibition 

of ROCK does not block acini formation [176]. These studies illustrate that ROCK has 

different regulatory roles during development and the ROCK signaling pathway can 

mediate cytoskeletal changes in salivary cells. In our model, there is an upregulation of 

ROCK correlating with F-actin disorganization and salivary dysfunction following 

radiation. While ROCK signaling serves a beneficial role during early phases of wound 

healing to promote migration of cells to damaged sites, chronic ROCK signaling has been 

shown to result in chronic illnesses such as rheumatoid arthritis [177], pulmonary fibrosis 

[178] and axon degeneration [179]. This suggests initial activation of ROCK following 

radiation may serve a role in the wound healing process; however, chronic ROCK 

activation may be detrimental to this process.  

Irradiated mice receiving IGF1 have reduced ROCK activity similar to studies 

utilizing pharmacological ROCK inhibitors to promote axonal myelination and growth 

[179]. Inhibition of ROCK activity with Y-27632 prevents E-cadherin/β-catenin disruption 
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in irradiated primary cells (Figure 7). This disruption might be regulated in part by other 

polarity proteins such as the Par3/Par6/atypical protein kinase C (aPKC) complex. ROCK 

phosphorylation of Par 3 (T833) prevented its association with Par 6 and aPKC [180] and 

conversely, aPKC can coordinate ROCK localization and activity [181]. We have 

previously shown that radiation decreases the active form of aPKCζ (T560) [134] and 

upregulation of ROCK might be a consequence of decreased aPKC activity [181]. In 

addition, post-radiation IGF1 restores aPKCζ activation, which could serve as a molecular 

switch to down-regulate ROCK activity and signal progression to the next phase of wound 

healing. Understanding the interplay between adherens junction formation, establishment 

of apical polarity, and ROCK activation following radiation might be an interesting avenue 

for further exploration in understanding the mechanisms that lead to restoration of salivary 

function.   

The tissue environment, or niche, plays a key role in coordinating the process of 

restoration. Importantly, adhesion molecules and the cytoskeleton anchor neighboring cells 

and their juxtaposition mediates cell-cell communication. Previous studies demonstrated 

that cadherin-mediated adhesion regulates hematopoietic stem cell association to 

osteoblasts (through N-cadherin) [182] and coordinate the correct position of muscle 

satellite cells along the muscle fiber (through M-cadherin) [183]. Following radiation, it is 

possible the perturbation of the E-cadherin/β-catenin complex and actin becomes a sentinel 

damage signal delivered to the entire tissue. In Drosophila ovaries, niche cells have the 

capacity to sense surrounding cells and react to disturbances by increasing the signaling 

from support cells [184]. Similarly, chemotherapy-induced nerve injury has been shown to 

decelerate hematopoietic recovery unless neuroprotection occurs [185]. This 
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neuroprotection promotes the survival of a specific population of niche cells that then 

secrete factors leading to improved hematopoietic recovery. Since signaling of the niche 

can determine the interaction between cells, this plasticity offers the tissue an ability to 

adapt to physiological and pathological insults. In our model, it appears that IGF1 

downstream signaling induces this adaptation response leading to restoration of AJs and 

tissue function.  

 

PERSPECTIVES AND SIGNIFICANCE 
Each year, there are over 500,000 patients with head and neck cancer that 

continue to suffer with chronic oral complications as a side effect from radiotherapy. 

Despite recent improvements in palliative care for these complications, compromised 

wound healing is a challenging clinical problem that prevents functional restoration of 

surrounding normal tissues such as salivary glands. Proper wound healing requires the 

restoration of junctional contacts and actin cytoskeletal organization to maintain cellular 

polarity necessary for directional salivary secretion. We demonstrate that radiation 

induces disassembly of E-cadherin/β-catenin complexes, disruption of the actin 

cytoskeleton, and increases in ROCK signaling. Further understanding of ROCK-

stimulated actin turnover in relationship to E-cadherin/β-catenin disassembly may 

provide a mechanistic explanation for chronic hyposalivation. Additionally, 

understanding how these signaling modules work together to restore structural integrity 

may result in new therapeutic strategies for salivary gland restoration.  
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CHAPTER 3: PKCζ and JNK Signaling Regulate Radiation-Induced 

Compensatory Proliferation in Parotid Salivary Glands 
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ABSTRACT  
Radiotherapy is a common treatment option for head and neck cancer patients; 

however, the surrounding healthy salivary glands are often incidentally irradiated during 

the process. As a result, patients often experience persistent xerostomia and 

hyposalivation, which deceases their quality of life. Clinically, there is currently no 

standard of care available to restore salivary function. Repair of epithelial wounds 

involves cellular proliferation and establishment of polarity in order to regenerate the 

tissue. This process is partially mediated by protein kinase C zeta (PKC), an apical 

polarity regulator; however, its role following radiation damage is not completely 

understood. Using an in vivo radiation model, we show a significant decrease in active 

PKC in irradiated murine parotid glands, which correlates with increased proliferation 

that is sustained through 30 days post-irradiation. Additionally, salivary glands in PKC 

null mice show increased basal proliferation which radiation treatment did not further 

potentiate. Radiation damage also activates Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), a proliferation-

inducing mitogen-activated protein kinase normally inhibited by PKC. In both a PKC 

null mouse model and in primary salivary gland cell cultures treated with a PKC 

inhibitor, there was increased JNK activity and production of downstream proliferative 

transcripts. Collectively, these findings provide a potential molecular link by which 

PKC suppression following radiation damage promotes JNK activation and radiation-

induced compensatory proliferation in the salivary gland. 
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INTRODUCTION 
While radiotherapy is an effective treatment strategy for head and neck cancer, an 

unfortunate side effect is damage to the surrounding healthy salivary glands. This damage 

often leads to persistent xerostomia, which exacerbates other oral complications and 

decreases the patient’s quality of life. Although various therapeutic modalities exist 

[4,19,186,187] to combat this phenomenon, there is currently no definitive cure available 

for radiation-induced hyposalivation. Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of the 

molecular components that regulate cellular function in response to radiation is crucial to 

develop strategies to mitigate salivary gland damage. 

In most tissue types, cell death during injury leads to the release of mitogenic 

factors that stimulate compensatory proliferation, a process by which mitotic division is 

induced to replace the cells lost. The compensatory proliferation response has been 

demonstrated in imaginal wing discs of Drosophila melanogaster [188–191], murine 

keratinocytes [192,193], and livers of injured mice [194–196]. Similar to these models, 

salivary glands undergo increased proliferation following radiation-induced damage as 

early as five days post-treatment [61,134,197–200]. Elevated proliferation is still 

observed at days 30, 60, and 90 post-radiation suggesting the upstream signaling cues 

remain present [61,197,198]. Compensatory proliferation has been reported in a 

heterogeneous population of cells and currently there is considerable debate on which 

population is required to respond to radiation damage [82,90]. This prolonged 

compensatory proliferation response following radiation correlates with salivary gland 

hypofunction, as measured by decreased stimulated salivary flow rate and differentiation 

state (e.g. amylase enzyme production) [61,171,201]. Interestingly, upon administration 

of therapeutic agents that restore salivary secretion in irradiated mice, proliferation 
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decreases and differentiation increases to levels similar to untreated mice 

[61,67,134,202]. This suggests that initial stimulation of compensatory proliferation may 

be necessary to recoup cellular loss; however, a sustained proliferative response prevents 

further downstream regenerative reprogramming such as differentiation, reepithelization, 

and tissue remodeling that are necessary for organ function. A better understanding of the 

regulation of compensatory proliferation following radiation damage in salivary glands 

thus stands to provide initial insights into why organ function is not restored. 

Following tissue injury, the reestablishment of adhesion and polarity is thought to 

generally limit proliferation through contact inhibition. Protein kinase C zeta (PKC), a 

serine/threonine kinase that is a part of the Par3/Par6/PKC complex, promotes the 

establishment of apical-basolateral polarity in a number of exocrine tissues, including the 

salivary glands [134,203,204]. Loss of Par3/Par6/PKC complex function is known to 

promote hyperproliferation, development of carcinomas, and prevention of tissue 

regeneration [134,205–208]. Importantly, previous research has shown that PKC is 

required for the restoration of salivary gland function following radiation damage [134]. 

PKC-/- mice were unable to restore salivary flow rates despite administration of 

therapeutics known to restore salivary function. While this study highlights the necessity 

of PKC during the regenerative process, the mechanistic link between PKC and 

proliferation following radiation damage is poorly understood.  

Previous studies have implicated Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), a mitogen 

activated protein kinase (MAPK), as a key promoter of compensatory proliferation. JNK 

responds to extracellular stressors and activates proliferation-inducing transcription 

factors such as c-Jun, ATF, and Elk1 [209,210]. Notably, contradicting functions have 
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been described regarding the roles of PKC and MAPKs in response to injury. For 

example, in human bronchial epithelial cells, stimulation of PKC activates ERK and 

JNK, resulting in extracellular matrix degradation and increased cellular invasion [211]. 

In contrast, a PKCζ deficient lung cancer mouse model showed increased interleukin-6 

production that lead to increased proliferation and tumorigenesis [212]. PKCζ can 

functionally display diverse properties depending on the cellular context and type of 

injury. Thus, determining how these pathways respond following radiation damage 

within the salivary glands could provide important insights into the defective regenerative 

mechanism underlying salivary hypofunction.  

 

METHODS 

Mice and Radiation Treatment 

Experiments in this study were conducted in female FVB mice and both male and 

female C57BL/6J and Prkcz -/- mice. For each experiment, at least four animals were used 

per treatment group. Mice were maintained and treated in agreement with protocols 

approved by the University of Arizona Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

(IACUC). Prkcz -/- mice were generated and maintained as previously described [61,134]. 

One dose of 5 Grey (5Gy) was administered with a 60Cobalt Teletherapy Instrument from 

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd Theratron-80. The head and neck region of the mice were 

exposed while the rest of the body was shielded from radiation with >6mm thick lead to 

avoid systemic effects. Mice were anesthetized with an intramuscular injection of 

ketamine/xylazine (50mg/kg:10mg/mL) before radiation treatment and were monitored 

until they regained consciousness. Radiation dosage calculations and maintenance of the 
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cobalt source are conducted by the Experimental Radiation Shared Service of the Arizona 

Cancer Center.  

Immunoblotting 

Whole protein lysates from parotid glands of FVB, wild type C57BL/6J and Prkcz 

-/- mice were harvested and processed for immunoblotting as previous described 

[134,213]. Primary cell lysates were processed in the same fashion. Briefly, samples were 

lysed in RIPA buffer with 5mM sodium orthovanadate (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH), 

protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 100mM PMSF (Thermo 

Scientific, Waltham, MA). The Coomassie Plus-The Better Bradford Assay (Thermo) 

was used to determine protein concentrations and 30-100μg of total lysate was used. The 

following antibodies were used: anti-PARD3 (Abcam), anti-PARD6 (Proteintech), anti-

total PKCζ (Cell Signaling), anti-pPKCζ (T560) (Abcam), anti-phospho-c-Jun (S63) 

(Cell Signaling), and anti-beta-tubulin (Thermo Scientific). Restore Western Blotting 

Stripping Buffer (Fisher) was used to strip membranes and reprobed for loading controls. 

Immunofluorescent Staining  

Salivary glands were dissected at predetermined time points for formalin-fixed 

paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples as previously described [134,213]. Briefly, samples 

were fixed in formalin and cut to 4μm thickness by IDEXX BioResearch (Columbia, 

MO). Slides were rehydrated in graded ethanol, permeabilized in 0.02% Triton X-100, 

and antigen retrieval in 1mM citric acid buffer (pH 6.8). The slides were then blocked in 

0.5% NEN (PerkinElmer, Waltham MA) and incubated in primary antibody overnight at 

4°C. Secondary antibodies were added for 1 hour at room temperature with Alexa Fluor 

594 or Alexa Fluor 488 (Thermo Scientific). Samples were counterstained with DAPI 

(1μg/mL) and mounted with ProLongTM Gold Antifade Reagent (Life Technologies). 
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Fluorescently stained slides were stored at 4°C for no longer than 5 days until imaging. 

The following antibodies were used: anti-Ki67 (Cell Signaling) and anti-pPKCζ (T560) 

(Abcam). Images were taken with a Leica DM5500 microscope (Leica Microsystems, 

Wetzlar, Germany) and a Spot Pursuit 4 Megapixel CCD camera (Diagnostic 

Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI). Images were processed with ImagePro 6.3 (Media 

Cybernetics, Silver Spring MD) and ImageJ (NIH). Analysis of Ki67-positive cells was 

performed manually by counting positive cells from at least 7 images per slide per 

treatment condition. A minimum of three mice per group was analyzed. Percentages of 

total Ki67 positive cells in the acinar compartment was divided by the total number of 

cells in this compartment. During analysis, the ductal compartment was designated based 

on morphological features as previously described, such as rounded structures, the 

presence of a lumen, and tight cell-cell contact [82]. The ductal compartment includes the 

excretory and striated ducts, as well as some intercalated ducts. Thus, the acinar 

compartment comprises all the remaining cell types in the salivary epithelium: mainly 

acinar and myoepithelial cells, as well as some of the intercalated ducts that based on 

morphology could not be identifiable as ducts. Analysis of pPKCζ (T560) area was 

quantified as previously described [61]. Briefly, slides were imaged using the same 

fluorescent parameters. Morphometric analysis was performed with ImagePro 7.0 

software (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD). Positive area was determined from at 

least 10 fields of view (FOV=0.39mm2) with a coefficient of variation <7.5% which did 

not improve with greater numbers of observations per section. Data are expressed as 

percentage of pPKCζ (T560) intensity area over total area and the threshold fluorescent 

range (5x greater than background) was equivalent for all slides imaged.  
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JNK Kinase Assay 

JNK kinase activity was detected using a JNK activity assay kit according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol (RayBiotech, Norcross, GA). Briefly, JNK kinase was 

immunoprecipitated from sample lysates using a JNK-specific antibody. The activity of 

JNK was then determined using recombinant c-Jun as the substrate. Phosphorylation of c-

Jun was detected using immunoblotting techniques. The BioTek Gen5 (BioTek 

Instruments, Winooski, Vermont) was used for readings of protein concentrations.  

Primary Cell Culture 

Parotid glands were removed from euthanized mice and cultured as primary cells 

as previously described [213,214]. Briefly, the glands were minced in dispersion media, 

mechanically agitated, cultured in primary cell culture media, and grown on rat tail 

collagen plates (Corning, Corning, NY). On day 1 after dissection, cells were exposed to 

a single dose of 5Gy radiation. For the PKCζ inhibitor experiments, the cells were grown 

to sub-confluency and treated with either 20 μM PKCζ pseudosubstrate inhibitor (PPI) 

(Calbiochem) or vehicle for 2 hours. After 2 hours, JNK kinase activity, c-Jun 

phosphorylation, and downstream proliferative promoting transcripts were subsequently 

measured. For the JNK inhibitor experiments, cells were cultured with 10 μM SP600125 

(JNK inhibitor) or DMSO vehicle control on day 4 following radiation treatment. Cells 

were harvested on day 5 and protein lysates or RNA were collected for downstream 

analyses as described.  

Real-time RT-PCR 
Parotid glands were removed from mice, stored in RNALater Stabilization 

Reagent (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), and processed as previously described [134,213]. 

Briefly, samples were isolated with the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) and reversed 
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transcribed with SuperScript IV Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen). Samples were 

analyzed in triplicate for each cDNA sample (3-5 mice per condition and at least 3 

independent primary cell preps) with an iQ5 Real-Time PCR Detection System (Biorad). 

The data was analyzed using the 2-ΔΔCT method [159]. Results were normalized to 

GAPDH, which remains unchanged in response to treatment. Normalized values were 

graphed as relative fold-change compared to controls. The following primers were 

purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA): GAPDH (FWD: 5’-ACC 

ACA GTC CAT GCC ATC AC-3’; REV: 5’-CAC CAC CCT GTT GCT GTA GCC-3’); 

CCND1 (FWD: 5’-GCG TAC CCT GAC ACC AAT CTC-3’; REV: 5’-CTC CTC TTC 

GCA CTT CTG CTC-3’); PDE3A (FWD: 5’-CCT GGA CTA GCG TGC TTA GGA-3’; 

REV: 5’-CAG GCG ACC TTG AAC CTC T-3’); NFATC2 (FWD: 5’-TCA TCC AAC 

AAC AGA CTG CCC-3’; REV: 5’-GGG AGG GAG GTC CTG AAA ACT-3’), MT1F 

(FWD: 5’-ACT TTC CCT TAT CCC ATC CAC C-3’; REV: 5’-TGA GAT CCA GAG 

TTG TCG TAC A-3’).  

Statistics 
Data were analyzed using Prism 6.04 (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA). All values are 

reported as the mean ± standard error of at least three independent experiments. Student’s 

t-test was applied to results in which only two groups (untreated vs. inhibitor or untreated 

vs. day 5 irradiated) were compared. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test and 

a Tukey-Kramer test for multiple comparison was used to compare results within 

different group means and was considered significantly different at p<0.05.   
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RESULTS 
 

Radiation decreases pPKCζ but not total levels of the PKCζ/Par3/Par6 complex 

PKCζ has been previously shown to be essential in regulating salivary progenitor 

cell proliferation [134] following radiotherapy, but little is known about its role in the 

remaining salivary cells following damage. Thus, to investigate the possible role of the 

PKCζ/Par3/Par6 complex following radiation treatment, immunoblotting was performed 

to determine total protein levels at days 4, 5, 7, and 30 following radiation treatment. 

Total levels of PKCζ, Par3, and Par6 did not change with radiation treatment in 

comparison to untreated (Fig 3.1A-F). PKCζ is active when it is phosphorylated in the 

activation loop at threonine 410 (T410) leading to autophosphorylation at T560. Thus, to 

determine whether PKCζ is active following radiation treatment, levels of 

phosphorylated-PKCζ at T560 (pPKCζ-T560) were evaluated, and a decrease in pPKCζ 

is observed at days 5, 7, and 30 following radiation treatment (Fig 3.1G-H). 

Immunofluorescent staining for pPKCζ-T560 was performed to compare fluorescent 

intensity area to total tissue area (Fig 3.1I-J). In untreated mice, pPKCζ is localized to the 

apical region of cells and displays a higher percentage of pPKCζ-positive cell area. 

Comparatively, irradiated mice at days 5 and 30 display lower percentage of pPKCζ-

positive cell area which correlates with the time points at which pPKCζ was decreased in 

the immunoblotting analysis. These results suggest that radiation disrupts pPKCζ levels 

as early as day 5 and these levels decreased chronically to day 30. 
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Figure 3.1: Radiation decreases pPKCζ-T560 but not total levels of the PKCζ/Par3/Par6 complex 

FVB mice were either untreated (UT) or irradiated (IR) with 5Gy and dissected on days 

4, 5, 7, and 30 following radiation treatment. Total protein levels of (A-B) Par3, (C-D) 

Par6, (E-F), total PKCζ, and (G-H) pPKCζ-T560 were evaluated following radiation 

treatment. Immunoblots were re-probed with β-tubulin or PKCζ as a loading control. (I) 

Immunofluorescent staining was used to determine the intensity area of pPKCζ-T560 

(red) in comparison to the total area. Composite images with DAPI (blue) are presented 

in both high and low magnification views (scale bar for high magnification = 30 µm, low 

magnification = 100 µm). (J) Quantification of the percentage of pPKCζ-T560 positive 

area within the parotid gland. Results are presented from at least three mice per 

condition; I-J used 10-15 images per mouse; error bars denote mean ± SEM. Significant 

difference (p<0.05) was determined by a Tukey-Kramer test for multiple comparisons. 

Treatment groups with different letters above the bar graphs are significantly different 

from each other.   
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Depletion of PKCζ induces proliferation in vivo 

Studies in Drosophila and murine keratinocytes suggest a relationship between 

loss of cell polarity and loss of proliferation control [190,192,215]. Because radiation 

decreases the polarity regulator, pPKCζ, the effect of radiation on proliferation was 

evaluated. Tissues from untreated and irradiated wildtype C67BL/5J mice were evaluated 

for the proliferation marker Ki67 by immunofluorescent staining (Fig 3.2A-B). Because 

decreased pPKCζ spanned from days 5 to 30 (Fig 3.1), these time points were chosen for 

further proliferation evaluation.  In untreated mice, the percentage of Ki67 positive cells 

in the acinar compartment is 1.8%. In comparison, when the wildtype mice received one 

treatment of 5Gy radiation, the percentage of Ki67 positive cells increases significantly to 

6.5% and 3.7% at days 5 and 30 post-radiation, respectively. To test whether the elevated 

proliferative response can be mediated by PKC, mice with a genetic disruption in PKCζ 

(Prkcz -/-) were either untreated or irradiated with 5Gy treatment and Ki67 

immunofluorescent staining was used to detect proliferating cells. In untreated Prkcz -/- 

mice, 5.5% of cells stained Ki67 positive which is a similar level as irradiated wildtype 

mice at day 5. Radiation did not further elevate the percentage of Ki67 positive cells in 

Prkcz -/- mice at days 5 (6.3%) and day 30 (5.6%). These data suggest that radiation 

induces a compensatory proliferation response that is sustained to day 30, and this 

compensatory proliferation response could be regulated by PKCζ. 
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Figure 3.2: Depletion of 
PKCζ induces 
proliferation in vivo 

Wild Type C57BL/6J 

and Prkcz -/- mice were 

either untreated (UT) or 

irradiated (IR) with 

5Gy and dissected on 

days 5 and 30 

following radiation 

treatment. (A) 

Immunofluorescent 

staining with Ki67 

(green) was used to 

determine the number 

of proliferating cells in 

comparison to the total 

number of cells in the 

acinar compartment. 

Composite images with 

DAPI (blue) are 

presented in both high 

and low magnification 

views (scale bar for 

high magnification = 

30 µm, low 

magnification = 100 

µm). The yellow dotted 

outline represents the 

ductal compartment 

while the rest of the 

glandular area 

represents the acinar 

compartment. (B) 

Quantification of A. 

Results are presented 

from at least four mice 

per condition; A-B 

used 10-15 images per mouse; error bars denote mean ± SEM. Significant difference 

(p<0.05) was determined by a Tukey-Kramer test for multiple comparisons. Treatment 

groups with different letters above the bar graphs are significantly different from each 

other.   
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Radiation induces JNK signaling in vivo 

Since alterations in PKCζ have been linked to JNK signaling [210,212], we 

investigated whether JNK signaling was affected following radiation treatment. The onset 

of radiation-induced compensatory proliferation (Fig 3.2) and the decrease in pPKCζ (Fig 

3.1) occurs on day 5 post-irradiation; therefore, this time point chosen for further 

evaluation. JNK kinase activity, c-Jun phosphorylation, and downstream proliferative 

mRNA transcripts (MT1F, NFATC2, PDE3A, and CCND1) [196,209,210,216] were 

evaluated in untreated and irradiated mice. There are higher levels of JNK activity in 

salivary tissue samples collected on day 5 post-irradiation compared to untreated tissues 

(Fig 3.3A), which correlates with an increase in phosphorylated c-Jun at serine 63 (S63) 

(Fig 3.3B). To evaluate whether JNK downstream signaling also occurs, RT-PCR was 

performed to determine whether JNK-mediated proliferation-promoting transcripts such 

as MT1F, NFATC2, PDE3A, and CCND1 were altered in salivary tissues following 

radiation treatment. In comparison to untreated mice, irradiated mice display significantly 

elevated mRNA transcripts for MT1F, NFATC2, PDE3A, and CCND1 (Fig 3.3C). These 

results suggest that radiation upregulates the JNK signaling axis.  
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Figure 3.3: Radiation induces JNK signaling in vivo 

FVB mice were either untreated (UT) or irradiated (IR) with 5Gy and dissected on day 5 

following radiation treatment to evaluate JNK signaling. (A) Relative JNK kinase activity 

was measured by incubating immunoprecipitated JNK in the presence of ATP and a c-

Jun substrate. The amount of phosphorylated c-Jun (S73) was detected via immunoblots. 

(B) Levels of phosphorylated c-Jun (S63) were determined following radiation treatment. 

Total c-Jun was probed as a loading control. (C) Relative mRNA levels of MT1F, 

PDE3A, NFATC2, and CCND1 were determined by RT-PCR and normalized to 

GAPDH. Results are presented from at least four mice per condition. Significant 

difference (p<0.05) was determined by Student’s t-test. *(p<0.05), **(p<0.01).  
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Inhibition of JNK signaling with SP600125 in irradiated cells 

To confirm that MT1F, PDE3A, NFATC2, and CCND1 where regulated by JNK 

signaling, untreated and irradiated primary cell cultures were treated with 10 µM of the 

specific JNK inhibitor, SP600125. Since JNK activity was observed at day 5 post-

radiation, treatment with 10 μM SP600125 was started on day 4 post-radiation. As a 

surrogate readout for JNK inhibition, levels of a JNK substrate, phosphorylated c-Jun was 

tested. Phosphorylated c-Jun (S63) is reduced in cells treated with SP600125 (Fig 3.4A-

B). To determine whether inhibition of JNK would result in a decrease of proliferative 

transcripts, RT-PCR was used. Cells treated with 10 µM SP600125 show lower mRNA 

expression of MT1F, PDE3A, NFATC2, and CCND1 in comparison to irradiated cells 

(Fig 3.4C-F). These data suggest that inhibition of JNK activity in irradiated cells can 

decrease proliferative regulators such as MT1F, PDE3A, NFATC2, and CCND1.   
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Figure 3.4: Inhibition of JNK signaling with SP600125 in irradiated cells 

Parotid salivary glands from FVB mice were dissected and cultured as primary cell 

cultures. One day after dissection, the primary cells were irradiated with 5Gy and cell 

lysates or RNA were collected on Day 5 after radiation treatment. On Day 4 after 

radiation treatment, the cells were either treated with 10 µM SP600125 or DMSO vehicle 

control.  (A) Effects of SP600125 treatment on phosphorylated c-Jun (S63) in primary 

salivary cells were evaluated by immunoblotting. Blots were reprobed for total levels of 

c-Jun as a loading control. (B) Quantification by densitometry of A normalized to DMSO 

vehicle control. (C-F) Relative MT1F, PDE3A, NFATC2, and CCND1 mRNA levels 

determined by RT-PCR and normalized to GAPDH. Results are presented from at least 

three independent primary cell preparations; error bars denote mean ± SEM. Significant 

difference (<0.05) was determined by a Tukey-Kramer test for multiple comparisons. 

Treatment groups with different letters above the bar graphs are significantly different 

from each other.  
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Modulation of PKCζ increases JNK signaling 

After observing a decrease in pPKCζ with a corresponding increase in JNK 

signaling following radiation damage, we hypothesized that PKCζ can regulate JNK 

activity and signaling. To study the role of PKCζ, we used an in vitro primary cell culture 

model treated with a specific PKCζ pseudosubstrate inhibitor (PPI). Primary cells were 

grown to sub-confluency and were treated with 20 µM PPI or vehicle. Cells treated with 

the PKCζ inhibitor show elevated JNK activity (Fig 3.5A) and c-Jun phosphorylation 

(Fig 3.5B) in comparison to vehicle control. In conjunction, cells treated with the PKCζ 

inhibitor express elevated mRNA levels of MT1F, PDE3A, NFATC2, and CCND1 (Fig 

3.5C). To further determine whether JNK signaling is regulated by PKCζ, JNK activity 

and downstream proliferative genes were analyzed in mice depleted of PKCζ. Similar to 

in vitro experiments, salivary glands from Prkcz -/- mice show elevated JNK activity (Fig 

3.5D), elevated c-Jun phosphorylation (Fig 3.5E) and elevated proliferative mRNA 

expression (Fig 3.5F) in comparison to wildtype C67BL/5J mice. These data suggest that 

modulation of PKCζ can regulate downstream JNK signaling.   
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Figure 3.5: Modulation of PKCζ increases JNK signaling 

Parotid salivary glands from FVB mice were dissected and cultured as primary cell 

cultures. At sub-confluency, the cells were treated with 20 μM PKCζ pseudosubstrate 

inhibitor (PPI) or vehicle control. (A) Relative JNK kinase activity was measured by 

incubating immunoprecipitated JNK in the presence of ATP and c-Jun substrate in cells 

treated with 20 μM PPI or vehicle control. The amount of phosphorylated c-Jun (S73) 

was detected via immunoblots. (B) Total protein levels for phosphorylated c-Jun (S63) 

was determined following PPI inhibition. Immunoblots were reprobed with total c-Jun as 

a loading control. Relative quantification is depicted below the blot. (C) Relative mRNA 

levels of MT1F, PDE3A, NFATC2, and CCND1 were determined by RT-PCR and 

normalized to GAPDH as a loading control. Lysates and mRNA were collected from 

C57BL/6J wildtype and Prkcz -/- mice. (D) Relative JNK kinase activity was measured by 

incubating immunoprecipitated JNK in the presence of ATP and c-Jun substrate in 

wildtype or Prkcz -/- mice. The amount of phosphorylated c-Jun (S73) was detected via 

immunoblots. (E) Total protein levels for phosphorylated c-Jun (S63) was determined in 

wildtype or Prkcz -/- mice. Immunoblots were reprobed with total c-Jun as a loading 

control. Relative quantification is depicted below the blot. (F) Relative mRNA levels of 

MT1F, PDE3A, NFATC2, and CCND1 were determined by RT-PCR and normalized to 

GAPDH as a loading control. Results are presented from at least four mice for in vivo 

experiments or three independent in vitro primary cell culture experiments per condition; 

error bars denote mean ± SEM. Significant difference (p<0.05) was determined by 

Student’s t-test. *(p<0.05), **(p<0.01). 
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DISCUSSION 
Tissue repair and regeneration after injury requires multiple processes including 

the integration of polarity, which is the positional identity cue of a cell, with preexisting 

structures. The establishment of epithelial polarity is necessary to repress proliferation 

and promote differentiation during the wound healing process. However, the mechanistic 

contribution of apical polarity regulators following radiation damage has not been fully 

elucidated. Here, we demonstrate that a cell polarity regulator, PKCζ and downstream 

JNK signaling, mediate radiation-induced compensatory proliferation in murine parotid 

glands.  

JNK has been implicated in compensatory proliferation, regeneration, as well as, 

apoptosis [196,209,210]. The dual roles of JNK signaling as a mediator of apoptosis or as 

a mediator of cell proliferation raises the question of how one of these downstream 

outcomes become favored in a temporal manner following radiation damage. Some 

insights to this question can be gleaned from previous work on the apoptotic response of 

irradiated salivary glands, whereby apoptosis can be detected as early as four hours after 

radiation treatment, peaks at 24 hours, and returns to basal levels by 72 hours 

[60,65,217,218]. In contrast, the current study demonstrates that radiation-induced JNK 

signaling is observed at day 5 post-radiation, a time point beyond the apoptotic response 

and the beginning of the compensatory proliferation response. Although the exact 

mechanism controlling the balance between apoptosis and proliferation is unclear, the 

identification that PKCζ can modulate JNK signaling sheds some light on this process 

since radiation induces the decrease in pPKCζ (T560) at day 5 post-irradiation. Given 

that PKCζ is essential for tissue regeneration and re-establishment of salivary function, 

development of therapeutic strategies to increase active PKCζ serves as a promising 
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approach to combat harmful side effects of radiotherapy in patients with head and neck 

cancer.  

The upregulation of JNK signaling observed in this study parallels a study where 

submandibular glands from rats irradiated with 20Gy displayed elevated pJNK on day 7 

in comparison to untreated mice [219]; however, the authors did not evaluate potential 

upstream regulators. Here, we demonstrate that PKCζ could regulate JNK signaling and 

proliferative transcripts utilizing an in vitro PKCζ pseudosubstrate inhibitor (PPI) or 

Prkcz-/- mice. While activation of JNK promotes intestinal stem cells to proliferate and 

replenish damaged cells [220], aberrantly high or prolonged JNK signaling results in 

accumulation of mis-differentiated cells and neoplastic transformation involving excess 

proliferation [221]. Perhaps, radiation-induced JNK signaling is preventing salivary 

restoration through the disruption of the differentiation process in a similar manner as 

intestinal cells. Others have suggested that disruption of polarity can activate JNK 

signaling through a Rho-associated coiled-coil kinase (ROCK)-dependent axis [215], 

while disruption of Scribble, another polarity regulator, eliminates aberrant cells via 

upregulation of JNK-regulated endocytosis [222]. It was previously shown that radiation 

damage can upregulate ROCK signaling [213], which suggests that activation of ROCK 

signaling following PKCζ disruption may provide additional signals that lead to 

compensatory proliferation in a positive feedback loop. This suggests the possibility of 

multiple signaling axes that result in compensatory proliferation and whether the ultimate 

outcome is beneficial (restoring cell numbers) or detrimental (neoplasia, loss of 

differentiation) depends on cellular context.   
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Studies in Drosophila suggest a relationship between disrupted polarity (such as 

PKC and Scribble) and the promotion of uncontrolled proliferation [190,215], while 

restoration of polarity helped reestablish tissue integrity [126,223,224]. Here, we have 

identified that radiation reduces the levels of pPKCζ without altering total levels of 

components within the apical complex (Fig 1). The decrease in pPKCζ correlates with an 

increase in radiation-induced proliferation that is maintained to day 30 (Fig 2), suggesting 

a continual loss of apical polarity may provide cues that the wound healing process is 

incomplete. In addition, influences from the surrounding parenchyma, might also 

promote the radiation-induced proliferation response. Genetic ablation of Prkcz -/- in mice 

results in elevated proliferation regardless of radiation treatment similar to radiation-

induced compensatory proliferation in wildtype control mice (Fig 2: comparison between 

Wild Type D5IR and Prkcz -/- UT). This strongly suggests that proper regulation of PKCζ 

is necessary to repress radiation-induced compensatory proliferation. Future research into 

understanding why and how decreased pPKCζ persists to day 30 could provide insights 

into why the salivary glands fail to restore function following radiation treatment.  

While compensatory proliferation is an evolutionarily conserved mechanism that 

is critical in repopulating damaged tissue, improper signaling can inadvertently stimulate 

excessive proliferation and loss of differentiation [195,225–228]. Further understanding 

of how the epithelial cells and parenchyma respond to the context-specific, 

spatiotemporal integration of signaling inputs and outputs upon radiation damage could 

provide a better understanding of how to regulate compensatory proliferation. 
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ABSTRACT  
Radiotherapy plays a major role in the curative treatment of head and neck cancer, 

either as a single modality therapy, or in combination with surgery or chemotherapy, or 

both. Despite advances to limit radiation-induced side-effects, the major salivary glands 

are often irradiated. This often leads to hyposalivation which causes an increased risk for 

xerostomia, dental caries, mucositis, and malnutrition with a significant impact on 

patients’ quality of life. Previous research demonstrated that loss of salivary function is 

associated with a decrease in polarity regulators and an increase in nuclear Yap 

localization in a putative stem and progenitor cell (SPC) population. Interestingly, while 

nuclear Yap is essential for regeneration in a number of other injury models, the highest 

levels of nuclear Yap are observed in irradiated SPCs that do not regenerate the gland. 

Thus, elucidating the inputs that regulate nuclear Yap localization and determining the 

role that Yap plays in the total tissue following radiation damage and during regeneration 

is critical. In this study, we demonstrate the radiotherapy increases nuclear Yap 

localization and Yap-regulated genes. Conversely, the administration of a known 

restorative salivary therapeutic, insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1), returns 

phosphorylated Yap levels and gene regulation to levels similar to untreated. Previous 

research demonstrated that cytoskeletal regulators such as Rho-associated coiled-coil 

kinase (ROCK) could regulate Yap nuclear localization; however, the role of ROCK on 

Yap localization remains unclarified following radiation damage. By manipulating 

ROCK activity with an activator (calpeptin) or inhibitor (Y-27632), we determined that 

radiation-induced nuclear Yap localization is dependent on ROCK activity in primary 

cell cultures. Our findings provide new insights into radiation-induced hyposalivation 

through nuclear Yap and ROCK activity. 
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INTRODUCTION  
Radiotherapy has been an effective treatment option for patients with head and 

neck cancer. However, radiation treatment often generates severe side-effects that 

dramatically decrease patients’ quality of life. About two-thirds of long-term survivors 

whose salivary glands lie within the radiation field will experience irreversible 

hyposalivation and consequently other oral complications [47,229]. Despite 

improvements in sparing the salivary glands through the use of intensity-modulated 

radiation therapy (IMRT), radiotherapy still leads to hyposalivation and other oral 

complications in a significant proportion of patients [21,61]. Current clinical management 

of this condition remains palliative and generally unsatisfactory.  

Molecular mechanisms driving radiation-induced hyposalivation remain unclear. 

Some prevailing theories in the field include damaged stem and progenitor cell (SPC) 

pools, defected secretory pathways, irregular inflammatory responses, and changes in 

metabolism [61,72,82,83,230]. However, increasing evidence suggests that impaired 

salivary secretion develops due to signals emanating from the epithelium itself that 

contributes to the etiology of radiation-induced hyposalivation.  

Recent studies have shown that the structural integrity of the epithelium is altered 

and that these defects are associated with aberrant apical-basolateral polarity 

[131,134,231,232]. Specifically, radiation damage reduces an apical polarity protein, 

atypical protein kinase zeta (aPKCζ) in both SPCs and the total tissue [134,232]. Loss of 

aPKCζ in the SPCs promoted the nuclear translocation of Yap and resulted in 

hyperproliferation [134]. Interestingly, while nuclear Yap is essential for regeneration in 

a number of other injury models, the highest levels of nuclear Yap are observed in 
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irradiated salivary glands that do not regenerate. In contrast, when a known therapeutic 

capable of restoring hyposalivation was administered, there was a reduction in nuclear 

Yap in the SPCs. However, following radiation damage or during tissue regeneration, the 

question of whether Yap localization is altered or what role does it play in these 

conditions in the total tissue remains elusive.  

Nuclear localization of Yap and its ortholog Taz are known to promote 

proliferation, differentiation, stem cell fate, and organ size regulation [233,234]. 

Deficiencies in Yap lead to developmental defects and tumorigenesis [235]. Yap nuclear 

localization is broadly regulated by upstream regulators such as soluble mitogens, cell-

cell contacts mediated by adherens junctions (AJs), and cytoskeletal regulation mediated 

in part by the extracellular matrix (ECM) [233,234]. Genetic studies in Drosophila have 

identified the signaling cascade that regulates Yap. Upstream regulators activate Mst1/2 

which in turn activates Lats1/2. Active Lats1/2 then phosphorylates Yap on serine 127 

(pYap-S127) which induces it to form a complex with 14-3-3 and retains it in the 

cytoplasm [233,234]. In the absence of Hippo pathway activation, Yap is translocated 

into the nucleus where it promotes Yap-mediated transcription such as Cyr61 and CTGF 

[233–235]. Alternatively, Yap phosphorylation and localization can also be regulated by 

AJs and cytoskeleton. Structural integrity and maintenance of junctional proteins are 

thought to bind and detain Yap/Taz at cellular junctions and thus suppress their nuclear 

entry and activity [234,236,237]. It was recently shown that radiation damage decreases 

E-cadherin/β-catenin interactions and inhibition of a cytoskeletal regulator, Rho-

associated coiled-coil kinase (ROCK) resulted in the restoration of the E-cadherin/β-

catenin complex [213]. Thus, it is possible that alterations of ROCK or junctional 
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proteins affect the stability of Yap/Taz following radiation damage and thus promote 

Yap-regulated activities.  

In this study, we demonstrate that radiation damage induces Yap nuclear 

translocation and transcriptional activity but did not alter Taz levels. To determine 

whether alterations of ROCK activity induces nuclear Yap, primary cell cultures were 

treated with a ROCK activator, calpeptin. Treatments with calpeptin induced nuclear Yap 

localization. Conversely, inhibition of ROCK activity with Y-27632 in irradiated primary 

cell cultures prevented nuclear Yap translocation. ROCK inhibition in primary cell 

cultures mimicked similar phenotypes seen in an in vivo regeneration model where mice 

were treated with insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1). These findings suggest that 

radiation-induced nuclear Yap localization is mediated by ROCK activity.  

METHODS 

Mice and radiation treatment 

Experiments were conducted in male and female FVB mice. Mice were 

maintained and treated in agreement with protocols approved by the University of 

Arizona Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). One dose of 5 Grey 

(5Gy) was administered with a 60Colbalt Teletherapy Instrument from Atomic Energy of 

Canada Ltd Theratron-80. The head and neck regions were exposed while the rest of the 

body was shielded from radiation with >6mm thick lead to avoid systemic effects. Mice 

were anesthetized with an intramuscular injection of ketamine/xylazine 

(50mg/kg:10mg/mL) before radiation treatment and were monitored until they regained 

consciousness. Radiation dosage calculations and maintenance of the cobalt source were 

conducted by the Experimental Radiation Shared Service at the University of Arizona 

Cancer Center.  
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Insulin-like Growth Factor 1 (IGF1) Injections 

Mice were given a maximum of four IGF-1 doses (5µg/mouse) via tail-vein 

injections 24-hours apart on days 4 to 7 following radiation treatment. For “Day 5” IGF1 

treatments, mice received only one injection at day 4 post-irradiation and salivary glands 

were harvested 24 hours later. For “Day 30” IGF1 treatments, mice received four 

consecutive IGF1 treatments starting on day 4 post-irradiation and salivary glands were 

harvested on day 30 following radiation treatment.  

Immunoblotting 

Whole protein lysates from parotid glands of FVB mice were harvested and 

processed for immunoblotting as previously described [134,213]. Similarly, primary cell 

lysates were harvested and processed in the same fashion. Briefly, samples were lysed in 

RIPA buffer with 5mM sodium orthovanadate (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH), 

protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), and 100mM PMSF (Thermo 

Scientific, Waltham, MA). The Coomassie Plus-The Better Bradford Assay (Thermo) 

was used to determine protein concentrations and 20-100ug total lysate was used. The 

following antibodies were used from Cell Signaling: anti-phospho-Yap (S127), anti-Yap, 

anti-Taz, anti-ERK1/2, Lim domain kinase 2 (LIMK2), ROCK1. Phosphorylated LIMK2 

was obtained from Thermo Scientific while pROCK was obtained from Abcam. For 

detection, ECL substrate (Thermo Scientific) or SuperSignal West Pico 

Chemiluminescent Substrate (Thermo Scientific) was used. Restore Western Blotting 

Stripping Buffer (Fisher) was used to strip the membrane, reblocked with 2% BSA in 1X 

TBST and reprobed for loading controls. 
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Immunofluorescent Staining 

Salivary glands were dissected at predetermined time points for formalin-fixed 

paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples as previously described [134,213]. Briefly, samples 

were fixed in formalin and cut to 4um thickness by IDEXX BioResearch (Columbia, 

MO). Slides were rehydrated in graded ethanol, permeabilized in 0.02% Triton X-100, 

and antigen retrieval in 1mM citric acid buffer (pH 6.8). The slides were then blocked in 

0.5% NEN (PerkinElmer, Waltham MA) and incubated in primary antibody overnight at 

4°C. Secondary antibodies were added for 1 hour with Alexa Fluor 594 or 488 (Thermo 

Scientific). Samples were counterstained with DAPI (1ug/mL) and mounted with 

ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent (Life Technologies). Fluorescently stained slides were 

stored at 4°C for no longer than 5 days until imaging. The following antibodies were 

used: anti-Yap (Cell Signaling). Images were taken with a Leica DM5500 microscope 

(Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) and a Spot Pursuit 4 Megapixel CCD camera 

(Diagnostic Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI) and Image J (NIH). Analysis of nuclear 

Yap cells was performed by manually counting positive cells from a minimum of 5-10 

fields of view using a 40x objective. A minimum of three mice per group was analyzed. 

During analysis, we designated the ductal compartment as everything that could be 

identifiable as a duct based on morphological features, such as a rounded structure, the 

presence of a lumen, and tight cell-cell contacts. This compartment is primarily 

composed of excretory and striated ducts, as well as, some intercalated ducts. Thus, the 

acinar compartment comprises of the remaining cell types in the salivary epithelium 

including acinar and myoepithelial cells, as well as, intercalated ducts that were not 

identifiable by morphology.  
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Real-time RT-PCR 

Parotid glands were removed from mice, stored in RNALater Stabilization Reagent 

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and processed as previously described [134,213]. Briefly, 

samples were isolated with the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) and reversed transcribed with 

SuperScript IV Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen). Samples were analyzed in triplicate 

for each cDNA sample (3-5 mice per condition and at least 3 independent primary cell 

preps) with an iQ5 Real-Time PCR Detection System (Biorad). The data was analyzed 

using the 2-ΔΔCT method. Results were normalized to GAPDH, which remains unchanged 

in response to treatment. Normalized values were graphed as relative fold-changed 

compared to controls. The following primers were purchased from Integrated DNA 

Technologies (Coralville, IA): GAPDH (FWD: 5’-ACC ACA GTC CAT GCC ATC AC-

3’; REV: 5’-CAC CAC CCT GTT GCT GTA GCC-3’) and CYR61 (FWD: 5’- CTG 

CGC TAA ACA ACT CAA CGA-3’; REV: 5’- GCA GAT CCC TTT CAG AGC GG-

3’). 

Primary Cell Culture 

Parotid glands were removed from euthanized mice and cultured as primary cells 

as previously described [213,214]. Briefly, the glands were minced in dispersion media, 

mechanically agitated, cultured in primary cell culture media and grown on rat tail 

collagen plates (Corning, Corning NY). For the ROCK activator experiments, cells were 

cultured with 10uM calpeptin, a ROCK activator, or DMSO vehicle control for 2 hours 

before RNA and protein were collected for downstream analysis. For irradiated cells, on 

day 1 after dissection, cells were exposed to a single dose of 5Gy radiation. For the 

ROCK inhibitor experiments, the cells were grown to sub-confluency and treated with 
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either 20µM Y-27632 inhibitor (Calbiochem) or vehicle control on day 4 following 

radiation treatment. Cells were harvested on day 5 following radiation treatment and 

protein lysates and RNA were collected for downstream analysis.  

Statistics 

Data were analyzed using Prism 6.04 (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA). All values were reported 

as the mean ± standard error of at least three independent experiments. Student’s t-test 

was applied to results in which only two groups (vehicle vs. inhibitor) were compared. A 

one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test and a Tukey multiple comparison test was 

used to compare the results within different group means and considered significantly 

different at p<0.05.  
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RESULTS 

Regulation of Yap and Yap binding partners in untreated and irradiated tissues 

In order to determine whether Yap and its regulators are altered by radiation 

treatment, we first examined the effects of a 5Gy dose on Yap phosphorylation and Taz 

protein levels. Phosphorylation of Yap on serine 127 (S127) generates a 14-3-3 binding 

motif responsible for Yap cytoplasmic retention and prevents nuclear localization and 

transcriptional activity. In comparison to untreated mice, there is a decrease in pYap 

(S127) in irradiated mice on days 4, 5, and 7 (Figure 4.1A-B). On the other hand, Taz 

levels remain the same following radiation treatment (Figure 4.1C-D). 

Immunofluorescent staining for Yap was performed to compare the percentage of cells 

that displayed nuclear Yap in the acinar compartment (Figure 4.1E-F). In untreated mice, 

nuclear Yap is seen in approximately 40% of cells. Comparatively, irradiated mice at day 

5 displayed a higher percentage of nuclear Yap which correlates with the time points at 

which pYap (S127) is decreased in the immunoblotting analysis. One downstream 

transcript regulated by nuclear Yap is Cyr61. In comparison to untreated mice, irradiated 

mice display significantly elevated mRNA transcripts for Cyr61 (Figure 4.1G). These 

results suggest that radiation alters Yap localization as early as day 5 and upregulates Yap 

target genes.  

Post-therapeutic IGF1 Treatments Resolves nuclear Yap localization 

 Previous studies have shown that the systemic post-therapeutic administration of 

IGF1 restores salivary function in terms of salivary secretion and production of essential 

salivary proteins on day 30 post-irradiation [61]. However, it is currently unclear how 

IGF1 administration restores salivary function and how Yap responds during the 

regenerative process. Therefore, to test whether radiation-induced nuclear Yap 
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localization is modulated during restoration, we analyzed parotid glands from untreated 

and IGF1-treated mice. In comparison to untreated mice, IGF1-treated mice displayed 

similar levels of phosphorylated Yap on serine 127 (pYap-S127) as early as day 5 and 

maintained as late as day 30 post-irradiation (Figure 4.2A-B). However, mice treated 

with IGF1 displayed elevated levels of Taz in comparison to untreated (Figure 4.2C-D). 

Immunofluorescent staining for Yap was performed to compare the percentage of cells 

that displayed nuclear Yap in the acinar compartment (Figure 4.2E-F). Comparatively, 

irradiated mice that received IGF1 at day 5 displayed similar nuclear Yap percentages as 

untreated. Analysis of a Yap downstream transcriptional target gene, Cyr61, showed 

similar levels between untreated and IGF1-treated mice (Figure 4.2G). These results 

indicate that IGF1 treatment is able to restore radiation-induced nuclear Yap translocation 

to levels similar to untreated levels. 
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FVB mice were either 

untreated (UT) or 

irradiated (IR) with 

5Gy and dissected on 

days 4, 5, 7, and 30 

following radiation 

treatment. Total 

protein levels of (A-B) 

phosphorylated Yap 

on serine 127 (pYap 

S127) and (C-D) Taz 

were evaluated 

following radiation 

treatment. 

Immunoblots were re-

probed with total Yap 

and ERK as a loading 

control. (E) 

Immunofluorescent 

staining was used to 

determine the 

percentage of cells 

that displayed nuclear 

Yap (red) in the acinar 

compartment. 

Composite images 

with DAPI (blue) are 

presented in both high 

and low magnification 

(scale bar for high 

magnification = 30 

µm, low magnification 

= 100 µm). The yellow dotted outline represents the ductal compartment while the rest of the 

glandular area represents the acinar compartment. (F) Quantification of E. (G) Relative mRNA 

level of Cyr61 was determined by RT-PCR and normalized to GAPDH. Results are presented 

from at least four mice per condition; E-F used 10-15 images per mouse; error bars denote mean 

± SEM. Significant difference (p<0.05) was determined by a Tukey-Kramer test for multiple 

comparisons. Treatment groups with different letters above the bar graphs are significantly 

different from each other.  

  

Figure 4.1: 
Regulation of Yap 
and Yap binding 
Partners in 
Untreated and 
Irradiated Tissues 
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Figure 4.2: Post-therapeutic IGF1 Treatment Resolves nuclear Yap localization 

FVB mice (4-6 weeks old) were either untreated (UT) or irradiated (IR) with 5Gy and given post-

therapeutic IGF1 (IR+IGF) and dissected on days 5 and 30 following radiation treatment. Total 

protein levels of (A-B) phosphorylated Yap on serine 127 (pYap S127) and (C-D) Taz were 

evaluated following IR+IGF treatment. Immunoblots were re-probed with total Yap and ERK as 

a loading control. (E) Immunofluorescent staining was used to determine the percentage of cells 

that displayed nuclear Yap (red) in the acinar compartment. Composite images with DAPI (blue) 

are presented in both high and low magnification (scale bar for high magnification = 30 µm, low 

magnification=100 µm). (F) Quantification of E. (G) Relative mRNA level of Cyr61 was 

determined by RT-PCR and normalized to GAPDH. Results are presented from at least four mice 

per condition; E-F used 10-15 images per mouse; error bars denote mean ± SEM. Significant 

difference (p<0.05) was determined by a Tukey-Kramer test for multiple comparisons. Treatment 

groups with different letters above the bar graphs are significantly different from each other.   
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Activation of ROCK activity induces Yap signaling 

Since radiation damage induces nuclear Yap localization in Figure 1 and 

therapeutic intervention is able to lower nuclear Yap levels, the question of what 

upstream mediator could be regulating Yap localization was asked. Previous research in 

the skin demonstrated that changes in cytoskeletal regulators could influence Yap 

localization [238,239]. One key cytoskeletal regulator is ROCK, a protein that is often 

associated with junctional complexes and maintains the integrity of the epithelium [166]. 

It was also demonstrated that radiation induces elevated ROCK signaling following 

damage on Day 5 in vivo [213], a time point when there are changes in phosphorylated 

Yap levels (Figure 4.1A). To determine whether ROCK signaling could alter Yap 

signaling, primary parotid cell cultures were treated with 10 μM calpeptin or DMSO 

vehicle control. Levels of phosphorylated ROCK are elevated in cells treated with 

calpeptin, thereby confirming pathway activation with this compound (Figure 4.3A-B). 

Using immunoblotting techniques, cells treated with calpeptin have lower levels of 

phosphorylated Yap on serine 127 (pYap-S127) than vehicle control cells (Figure 4.3C-

D). Concurrently, cells treated with calpeptin displayed elevated mRNA levels for the 

downstream Yap-target gene, Cyr61, in comparison to DMSO treated cells (Figure 4.3E). 

These results suggest that ROCK activation in parotid primary cells stimulate Yap 

signaling.  
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Figure 4.3: Activation of ROCK activity induces Yap signaling 

Parotid salivary glands from FVB mice were dissected and cultured as primary cell 

cultures. At sub-confluency, the cells were treated 10 μM calpeptin (ROCK activator) or 

DMSO vehicle control. (A) Total protein levels for phosphorylated ROCK was determine 

following calpeptin treatment. Immunoblots were reprobed for total ROCK as a loading 

control. (B) Relative quantification of A. (C) Total protein levels for phosphorylated Yap 

on serine 127 (pYAP S127) was determined following calpeptin treatment. Immunoblots 

were reprobed for total Yap as a loading control. (D) Relative quantification of C. (E) 

Relative mRNA level of Cyr61 was determined by RT-PCR and normalized to GAPDH. 

Results are presented from at least three independent in vitro primary cell culture 

experiments per condition; error bars denote mean ± SEM. Significant difference 

(p<0.05) was determined by Student’s t-test. * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01). 
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Inhibition of ROCK prevents Yap signaling following radiation treatment 

 Since ROCK activation promoted Yap signaling in Figure 4.3 and radiation 

treatment induces ROCK activity, the question of whether ROCK inhibition could 

prevent this phenotype was investigated. Since ROCK signaling and Yap signaling were 

observed on day 4 following radiation treatment, primary cell cultures were treated with 

either 20 µM Y-27632 or vehicle control on day 4 post-irradiation. Levels of a ROCK 

substrate (pLIMK2) are reduced in cells treated with Y-27632, thereby confirming 

pathway inhibition with this compound (Figure 4.4A-B). Phosphorylated Yap levels on 

serine 127 (pYap-S127) were evaluated by immunoblotting. Cells treated with Y-27632 

have similar levels of pYap-S127 as untreated cells, which is significantly higher than 

irradiated cells (Figure 4.4C-D). Similarly, irradiated cells treated with Y-27632 had 

lower levels for Yap-target gene, Cyr61, in comparison to irradiated cells (Figure 4.4E). 

These results suggest that radiation-induced Yap signaling can be regulated by ROCK.  
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Figure 4.4: Inhibition of ROCK prevents Yap signaling following radiation treatment 

Parotid salivary glands from FVB mice were dissected and cultured as primary cell cultures. One 

day after dissection, the primary cells were irradiated with 5Gy and cell lysates or RNA were 

collected on Day 5 after radiation treatment. On Day 4 after radiation treatment, the cells were 

either treated with 20 μM Y-27632 (ROCK inhibitor) or vehicle control. (A) Effects of ROCK 

inhibition on phosphorylated LIMK in primary salivary cells were evaluated by immunoblotting. 

Blots were reprobed for total levels of LIMK. (B) Quantification by densitometry of A 

normalized to vehicle control. (C) Effects of ROCK inhibition of phosphorylated Yap on serine 

127 (pYap S127) were evaluated by immunoblotting. Blots were reprobed for total levels of Yap. 

(D) Quantification by densitometry of A normalized to vehicle control. (E) Relative mRNA level 

of Cyr61 was determined by RT-PCR and normalized to GAPDH. Results are presented from at 

least three independent in vitro primary cell culture experiments per condition; error bars denote 

mean ± SEM. Significant difference (p<0.05) was determined by a Tukey-Kramer test for 

multiple comparisons. Treatment groups with different letters above the bar graphs are 

significantly different from each other. 
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DISCUSSION 
 Hyposalivation and xerostomia are common complications of inadvertent damage 

to the salivary glands due to radiotherapy treatments for head and neck cancer. Radiation 

significantly alters salivary gland structure and function. Yap is known to mediate 

proliferation, differentiation, cell fate, and migration – all components needed for tissue 

restoration following damage [233,235,236,239]. However, the role of Yap in irradiated 

and regenerative salivary glands has not been fully elucidated. Here, we determined that 

Yap nuclear localization is upregulated following radiation treatment in cells that do not 

recover salivary function. However, using an IGF1 post-irradiation therapeutic 

intervention that is known to restore salivary secretion, there is a reduction of nuclear 

Yap localization and transcriptional activity. This radiation-induced Yap signaling is 

regulated by ROCK activity and inhibition of ROCK prevents Yap activity.  

Yap phosphorylation and elevated nuclear Yap localization have been 

documented in other epithelial injury models such as the lung, skin, and intestines 

[238,240,241]. However, we demonstrate that in the total tissue, there is a higher 

percentage of nuclear Yap and Yap-target genes in irradiated cells that do not restore 

salivary function (Figure 4.1). More importantly, IGF1 post-irradiation intervention 

lowered nuclear Yap translocation in cells that are known to restore salivary function 

(Figure 4.2). This indicates that for radiation-induced hyposalivation, there may be a 

transient window that nuclear Yap may be necessary for tissue regeneration while 

extensive translocation of Yap may alter the natural wound healing response. This raises 

the question of how does IGF1 regulates Yap nuclear exclusion during tissue 

regeneration. Some insights to this question are observed in several studies that 

demonstrated that IGF1 induces activation of PKCζ [134,242] and PKCζ is known to be a 
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negative regulator of Yap [126]. It was previously demonstrated that radiation damage 

induces the inactivation of PKCζ in the parotid salivary glands and that IGF1 restores the 

active form of PKCζ. This could be a potential mechanism by which IGF1 prevents 

nuclear Yap translocation. 

Proper regulation of the cytoskeletal and polarity mediator, ROCK, is essential for 

salivary gland development, enhanced salivary sphere formation, and prevention of 

altered structural integrity of the salivary epithelium [127,213,243]. It was previously 

demonstrated that radiation induces elevated levels of ROCK signaling; however, its 

potential downstream effects were not fully elucidated. Here, we demonstrated that 

upregulation of ROCK activity enhances Yap signaling (Figure 4.3), while inhibition of 

ROCK signaling prevents Yap activity following radiation damage (Figure 4.4). This 

inhibitory role of Yap in the salivary glands is similar to those seen in the intestines. In 

murine intestines, overexpression of a constitutively active Yap mutant led to the loss of 

proliferative crypts while depletion of Yap caused an expansion of intestine stem and 

niche cells [244]. However, this raises the question of how does radiation cause an 

upregulation of ROCK activity. Two possible answers are: (1) alteration of the cell-ECM 

structure induces ROCK signaling or (2) chronic inflammation induces ROCK activity. 

Radiation damage is known to alter the cell-ECM landscape and alterations of these 

regulators have been shown to upregulate ROCK and metalloprotease activity, migration, 

and carcinogenesis [245–247]. Alternatively, ROCK signaling can be upregulated by 

chronic inflammation. In the cornea, upregulation of inflammatory cytokines results in 

excessive ECM deposition, upregulation of ROCK signaling and promotion of nuclear 

Yap/Taz translocation [241]. We and others have demonstrated that following radiation 
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damage, there is elevated inflammatory molecules like prostaglandins (PGE2) and TNF-α 

that could potentially promote ROCK activity [230,248]. Whether any of these entities 

are required for radiation-induced nuclear Yap translocation and ROCK activation 

requires further studies.  

The coordination of multiple signaling pathways and morphogens during salivary 

gland regeneration is essential to guarantee robustness in the restoration of salivary 

function. Importantly, this work proposes that ROCK signaling induces nuclear Yap 

localization that may be inhibitory to salivary gland regeneration. Further understanding 

of the distinctive roles that Yap plays during radiation damage and during tissue 

regeneration may provide insights into the temporal manner in which nuclear Yap 

regulates tissue homeostasis. 
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Worldwide, there are over 600,000 patients that are diagnosed with head and neck 

cancer (HNC) each year [3,19,40,61]. While many patients receive radiotherapy as a 

treatment option, the co-irradiation of healthy salivary glands with cancerous tissues can 

lead to long-term hyposalivation. Radiation-induced hyposalivation can alter the volume, 

protein composition, and pH of the secreted saliva, leading to chronic oral complications. 

As a result, HNC patients are at an increased risk for mucositis, dental caries, weight 

changes, and malnutrition [3,19,40,61]. Hyposalivation can be partly prevented by 

reducing the dose delivered to the tissue (e.g. IMRT), transferring one submandibular 

gland outside of the radiation field, and using free radical scavengers such as amifostine 

[22,24,48,49,51]. If these preventative methods are unsuccessful, patients can opt to 

reduce radiation-induced side-effects by using saliva-substitutes or sialagogues [19,44]. 

However, all of these may still be insufficient and many patients still experience chronic 

xerostomia following radiation treatment (Chapter I). Thus, the search to develop new 

regenerative therapies is currently ongoing.  

There are currently several potential solutions under development including tissue 

engineering scaffolds, post-irradiation gene therapy, and stem cell therapy. Specifically, 

stem cell therapies have received a lot of attention as a method to restore salivary 

function. Chibly et al. have demonstrated that label-retaining cells (LRCs), a population 

of salivary cells that exhibit stem-like features, are maintained 30 days post-irradiation 

even though this is a time point that continues to exhibit significant salivary dysfunction 

[82]. Just as important, regeneration and repair of the salivary glands requires an 

understanding of the spatial and temporal interactions between various cell types within 

the stem cell niche as it recovers. Others have demonstrated the critical role of the 
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parasympathetic nerves [91,94], vasculature endothelium [97,99], and paracrine signaling 

with growth factors [53,96,249,250] as essential regulators in mediating epithelial 

lineages within the salivary glands. These signaling systems will need to be incorporated 

into current models of salivary engineering and regenerative therapies for a successful 

outcome. However, the response and role of epithelial cells that are not SPCs following 

radiation damage and tissue regeneration are not fully understood.  

To gain a better understanding of these non-SPC epithelial cells, we focused on 

the role that apical polarity plays following radiation damage and during tissue 

regeneration in the total tissue (Summarized in Figure 5). Reestablishment of polarity, the 

asymmetrical distribution of proteins, is essential for epithelization and necessary for 

directional salivary secretion. First, we demonstrated that radiation induces disassembly 

of an essential apical adherens junctional complex, E-cadherin/-catenin, as early as day 

4 and is sustained to day 30, a time point when there is still significant loss of salivary 

function (Chapter II). Via its adaptor proteins, -catenin links the cadherins to the 

cytoskeleton and part of this regulation is mediated by Rho-associated coiled-coil kinase 

(ROCK) signaling [133,180]. In the radiation model, there was a disrupted actin 

cytoskeleton and increased ROCK signaling. Importantly, post-therapeutic interventions 

with insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) restored E-cadherin/-catenin association in vivo 

while ROCK inhibition with Y-27632 in vitro prevented E-cadherin//-catenin 

dissociation. These findings shed new light on our current knowledge on apical polarity 

in the total tissue following radiation damage and during IGF1-stimulated tissue 

restoration. 
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Figure 5: Summary Model 

Radiation damage downregulates the active form of PKCζ, upregulates JNK signaling, and 

ultimately upregulates proliferation. Additionally, radiation damage upregulates ROCK signaling 

which affects Yap, F-actin, and adherens junctions localization.  
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While lateral junctional complexes are necessary for tissue restoration, wound 

repair also involves re-establishment of polarity in newly generated cells to limit 

overgrowth via contact inhibition [111,112]. This process is partially mediated by protein 

kinase C zeta (PKC), an apical polarity regulator, that is required for the restoration of 

salivary gland function following radiation damage [134]. PKC-null mice were unable 

to restore stimulated salivary secretion despite the administration of therapeutics known 

to restore salivary function [134]. This study highlighted the importance of PKC during 

the regenerative process, but the mechanistic link between PKC and proliferation is 

poorly understood following radiation treatment. To investigate the role of PKC in 

mediating proliferative responses, we utilized a radiation damage in vivo model and a 

primary cell culture in vitro model (Chapter III). We found that radiation-induced 

damage in the salivary glands decreases active pPKC (phosphorylation at T560) while 

concomitantly stimulating JNK signaling. Importantly, we demonstrated that inhibition or 

loss of PKC facilitates activation of JNK and downstream effectors, even in the absence 

of radiation. Together, these results suggest that proliferation within irradiated salivary 

glands is sustained by PKC. Given that PKC is essential for tissue regeneration and 

reestablishment of salivary function, the development of therapeutic strategies to increase 

active PKC serves as a promising approach to combat the harmful side-effects of 

radiotherapy in patients with HNC.   

An increasing number of studies have suggested that impaired salivary function 

emanates from the salivary epithelium itself. Previous research has demonstrated that loss 

of salivary function is associated with a decrease in active PKCζ and an increase in 

nuclear Yap in LRCs. However, the role of Yap localization in the total tissue following 
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radiation damage and during tissue regeneration remains largely unknown. We 

demonstrated that radiotherapy increases nuclear Yap localization and expression of Yap-

regulated target genes (Chapter IV). Conversely, the administration of IGF1 returns 

phosphorylated Yap levels and Yap-regulated gene transcripts to levels similar to 

untreated. Thus, this led to the question of what factors might be regulating nuclear Yap 

localization in the total tissue. Other studies have suggested that cytoskeletal regulators 

such as ROCK regulate Yap translocation [95,238,243]; however, the role of ROCK on 

Yap activity remains unclarified under irradiated conditions. It was previously 

demonstrated that radiation induces ROCK signaling at time points similar to nuclear 

Yap localization. By manipulating ROCK activity with an activator (calpeptin) or 

inhibitor (Y-27632), we determined that radiation-induced Yap signaling is regulated by 

ROCK activity in primary cell cultures. These data suggest that regulation of the salivary 

cytoskeleton could provide physiological cues to induce nuclear Yap localization 

following radiation damage.  

While this dissertation has elucidated some mechanisms by which disruption of 

polarity alters the regenerative potential of irradiated parotid glands, a number of 

significant questions remain to be answered. What are the functional deficits caused by 

nuclear Yap translocation? How do ROCK and Yap signaling in the total tissue affect the 

SPCs? Can specific and sensitive PKCζ activators be developed for clinical use? Some 

insights into the latter question stem from our current knowledge of the PKC family 

members. Developing drugs directly targeting PKCζ may be difficult since the NCBI 

database shows that it shares 72% overall amino acid sequence homology and 85% 

identity within the kinase domain with the other isoform of aPKC, PKCι. Theoretically, 
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there could be 2 potential ways to activate PKCζ: regulation of the pseudosubstrate 

domain via myristroylation or inhibition of an endogenous upstream inhibitor such as 

PDK-1. The pseudosubstrate domain of PKC is embedded in the N-terminal region of the 

protein and holds the kinase in an inactive state until an appropriate signal is received 

which relieves this pseudosubstrate-mediated auto-inhibition [251]. To constitutively 

activate PKCζ, a myristroylated form, called ZIP, can be used and has been used in 

synaptic memory [252,253]. Alternatively, inhibiting PKCζ inhibitors such as PDK-1 

could upregulate PKCζ activity [254]. PS48 is a PDK-1 activator that binds to the PDK-1 

interacting fragment (PIF) domain rather than the ATP-binding pocket [255]. PS48 is one 

of a few allosteric compounds targeting a regulatory binding site on a protein kinase 

rather than the ATP-binding site and may be an interesting alternative to increase PKCζ 

activity [255].  

Insights and answers to the above questions, as well as, an understanding of how 

the SPCs interact with the niche to form functional salivary glands are critical in 

understanding how to restore salivary function following radiation damage. Ultimately, 

this information will provide a method for future restorative therapies in patients with 

loss of salivary function.   
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